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Bohn Hall Heat
And Power Fails

SATURDAY: 33°

“Residence Life did
a good job of taking
responsibility and
helping people find
housing...”
Deanna Muro
Bohn Hall resident

Students who were waiting
outside to return to their ro om s
were sent to wait in the Blanton
Hall atrium for more information.
It wasn’t until early evening on
Thursday th at Residence Life real
ized th at the m ain generator would
not be repaired in time for residents
to return to Bohn th at night, said
Sargent.
The University hired Allen
Electric, an external high voltage
maintenance contractor, to restore
power to the broken generator.
“Allen Electric staff worked
toward m aking the necessary
repairs to the high voltage side of
the electrical gear sections dam
aged by the water,” said Watkins.
“Those included cabling, lighting,
main breakers and fuses.”
The University had to fly in new
parts for the generator from places
as far as Chicago, which contrib
uted to the elongated time th at the
SEE ‘BOHN HALL’ ON P. 3
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Ferin Catlet was one of 650 Bohn
Hall Residents asked to leave her
room with an overnight bag.

M ONDAY: 35°

Administration Cites Limited Resources
Jose O rtiz

M eaghan McCallum

On Thursday, Jan. 20, Bohn
Hall experienced a complete elec
trical breakdown. A broken sprin
kler head flooded the Electrical
Room, damaged the transform er
and shut the electrical power
down, A ssistant Vice President
for Facilities Operations W alter
Watkins said.
The proper authorities were
called to Bohn Hall at approximate
ly 9:30 a.m. and again at 10:30
a.m., Thursday morning after the
building’s fire alarm went off twice
in a 30-minute time frame, Director
of Residence life Regina Sargent
said.
During the authorities’ second
walk around the building to deter
mine the source of the fire alarm ,
they discovered water coming from
under the door of the electrical
room on the first floor of Bohn.

SUNDAY: 35°

Five Athletic Programs Cut
Sports Editor

S ta ff Writer

w w w .th e m o n tc la rio n .o rg

In an effort to strengthen
the overall athletic program the
University has elected to “reclassi
fy” five varsity sports to club sports
status, Vice President of Student
Development and Campus Life
Karen P en n in g to n said.
The sports team s included in the
reclassification, effective Fall 2005,
are wrestling, men and women’s
cross country, women’s tennis, and
men’s lacrosse, Pennington said.
According to Senior Vice
President of Administration H arry
Shuckel, the athletic budget, after
salaries and facility maintenance,
is $2.1 million. This is 1 percent of
the University’s $205 million bud
get.
“A Division III program of our
size, th a t sponsors football, has an
annual athletic b u d g e ts» $ S mil
lion,” said Pennington. “Montclair
State University has $350,000.”
“We have tried not to' make this
decision for a long time,” said Holly

Wrestling
Gera, director of the
C rosscountry
$13,775
athletic department.
$24,574 Volleyball
“We have tried to be
Baseball
$10,864
Tennis
creative and spread
$62,278
$4,439
resources but some
Basketball
tim es you’re ju st Swimming
spread too thin.”
$44,648
$ 5 3 ,7 1 2
“Twenty-one var
sity Sports is a lot Softball
for an institution $31,601"
v Field Hockey
of our size,” said
$28,680
Pennington. “O ur
Men's Soccer,
budget did not keep
$62,424
Football
up with our increas
Womens Lacrosse M e n 's La c ro s s e $ 7 9 , 2 7 0
ing costs.”
$23,577
$ 1 6 ,0 2 6
“P art of the rea
son for the reclassifi
A breakdown of the $455,868 total operating
cation is because we costs before coach salaries.
don’t want [to make
cuts] in another year,” said Gera. not look a t athletic records.”
“We hope this change will be the
The sports to be reclassified
first step to help make an overall were chosen based on the employ
improvement in the program,” she m ent status of team s’ coaches,
said.
said Gera. According to Gera, the
“As we looked at where the University kept fiill-time coaches
University is and where we need to because their job coaching is their
be, we realized we need to stream  livelihood.
line,” Pennington said. “We looked
SEE ‘SPORTS’ ON P. 22
at everything as a whole. We did

Á

Heat Problems Plague MSU Bradford
Jessica Havery
News Editor

Every area of Wellness Services
has been affected by heating
problems, said Wellness Services
Director Susan Skalsky.
Wellness Services was forced
to close the Health Center during
winter break because of inadequate
heat in the facility. If the environ
ment is too cold, patients cannot be
undressed comfortably for exami
nation, said Skalsky.
In addition to the temporary
Closing of the Blanton-based Health
Center, Skalsky said th at in order
to make up for poor heat circula
tion, space heaters have been used
within the Bohn Hall offices and
the Drop-In Center.
We have space heaters in Bohn
Hall, but cannot use more than one
because we constantly blow circuit
breakers, she said.
According to Skalsky, the DropIn Center has an almost non-exis
tent heating system. With limited
electricity to the building, space
heaters are not successful in heat
ing the entire center.
Due to inadequate heat, pipes
ruptured in the Center destroying
a new large screen Sony TV and
DVD-VCR player th at were pur
chased for a film series to be hosted
in the Center, Skalsky said.
Employees of the Center have
A rts and Entertainm ent: 10

requested the installation of a
heating and cooling system and an
electrical upgrade. “These items
have not yet been approved for
implementation,” said Skalsky.
“Finding the money is the issue
in this case. Unfortunately, some
things are beyond the control of
A & E Services and the Physical
Plant.”
The various departm ents of

Wellness Services are not the only
areas on campus experiencing heat
problems.
“The Student Center is an arc
tic zone,” said Steve Gaffney, text
book manager at the University
Bookstore. “The hallways in the
building are" cold beyond a reason
able level.”

Jessica Havery
News Editor

SEE ‘HEAT ON P. 4
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Heat problems in buildings across campus have influenced students
such as Kristin Vassallo to wear a coat and hat indoors.

O p in io n : 13

School
Connects
With MSU

Montclair State University and
Bradford Academy, a M ontclair
magnet school, have formed a rela
tionship th at will allow approxi
mately 360 elementary school stu
dents to experience University life
first hand.
After nearly 15 years, Bradford
adm inistrators have decided to
drop the word “academy” and alter
the magnet school’s theme, said
Catherine Vitone, principal of the
K-5 school.
“I get calls from people all the
tim e thinking we’re a private
school,” said Vitone. “We think the
word academy is not inclusive any
more.”
As
| “The
U niversity
Magnet,” instead of its previous
Communication A rts and Sciences
theme, Bradford students will have
the opportunity to take the fiveSEE ‘BRADFORD’ ON R 4
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The Police
Report:
Assault incidents Hit
Cam pus Com m unity
1/9/05 - A juvenile male attending a
skating part at Floyd Hall Arena was
assaulted by a known juvenile male
attending the party.

Calendar

if !
THURSDAY 27
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Career Fair: On Campus Jobs

7:30 p.m.
LASO: Movie Night

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
OSCE: Dance Team Auditions

8:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi Interest
Meeting
.

7 p.m,
ISO: Movie Night

8:30 p.m. -10 p.m.
Lambda Sigma Upsilon:
Interest Meeting

FRIDAY 28

1/15/05 - Officers and the Little Falls
EMS unit responded to the Floyd Hall
Arena on a reported assault. A male
hockey player was knocked down by
an opposing male hockey player. The

12 p.m.
OSAU: African American
Heritage Flag Raising

2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.
RecBoard Meeting

12:30 p.m; - 2:30 p.m.
OSAU: African American
Heritage Month Opening
Luncheon

SATURDAY 29

victim was assessed at the scene and
refused medical attention.

1/16/05 - Graffiti was discovered on
a wall in Blanton Hall during a walk
through by the Residence Assistants on
duty.

1/20/05 - Drug paraphernalia was found
in a resident's room in Blanton Hall.

7 p.m. -11 p.m.
Meet The Greeks

SUNDAY 30

1 p.m.
Broadway Play Trip: Whoopi

WEDNESDAYS

8 p.m. -11 p.m.
Wresting Pay Per View: “Royal
Rumble”

I L.OCdl News

12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
OSCE: Dance Team Auditions

1/22/05 - A male MSU student reported
the theft of his motor vehicle while
parked in the fire lane at the Clove
Road -apartments.

1/22/05 - Officers responded to the Red
Hawk Diner on a report of patrons who
left the Diner without paying the bill.
The individuals were apprehended,
interviewed, and made full restitution
for the items consumed. No charges
were filed in this case.

Anyone w ho has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

- $ 1 2 2 .4 5 w a s appropri
ated to the Psychology
Clu b for a sem in ar on
Feb. 1

O n-cam pus
Full page — $168.00
Half Page —- $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page.— $32.00
O ff-cam pus
Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00
Classifieds

Up to 30 words — $10.00

- Two new legislative
re p re se n ta tiv e s
w ere
sw orn in.

M ontclarion
The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

Corrections
The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made
a mistake in a story, please
call Editor-In-Chief Mike
McPhee at (973) 655-5230

Call 973-655-5237
For M o re Information
Advertising Policy
T h e M o n tc la rio n w ill n o t
prin t ads o r th e political view 
poin ts a n d o p in io n s o f a spe
cific g ro u p , o r ads w ith excessive
n u d ity o r w ith excessive depictions
o f violence, acco rd in g t o local
standards.

Deadlines
T h e d e a d lin e t o su bm it
advertisem ents t o The
M ontclarion is th e M o n d a y
o f t h e w e e k o f publication .

Billing
The M ontclarion is distributed
o n Thursdays an d invoices an d
tearsheets a re m ailed th e fo l
lo w in g M o n d ay. Tearsheets fo r
pre-paid ads m ust b e requested.
Th irty (30) days are given fo r pay
m e n t a fter th e insertion d ate, aftei
w h ich a 15 p ercent fin a n ce charge
is levied. A fte r sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred t o a n outside

COMPILED BY LAUREN LAMP!

JERSEY CITY - More than
1,000 mourners attended the
funeral Monday for a Jersey City
family whose unsolved murder
has stoked religious an im o sities
th at go back for centime?.
The killers, who bound,
gagged and stabbed the victims
in their throats, remained at
large, their motives unknown.
Members of the community
believe religious fanatics were
responsible for the killings of ’
Hossam Armanious, 47, Amal
Garas, 37, and their two chil
dren, Sylvia, 15 and Monica, 8.

in their Oakland Avenue home
last week.
ELIZABETH - A fight over a
woman may have triggered a
bloody stabbing th at left two
men dead at a gorgo bar in
Elizabeth, Saturday.
Police declined to name the
woman and her relationship to
the victims Michael Killeen, 26,
of Bloomfield, and Kevin Davis,
28, of Belleville.
NEWARK - Nine members of
the notorious Latin Kings gang,

National News
1/22/05 - Officers responded to the
east side of the Student Center on a
report of a male being assaulted by a
large group of males. The Little Falls
EMS unit responded to the scene. The
victim was transported to St. Joseph's
Medical center for treatment.

- $75 0 w a s appropri
ated for Amici to hold
a M asquerade Ball on
Feb. 10.

TUESDAY 1

Have a great weekend!
1/15/05 - Officers responded to Fenwick
Hall on an activated fire alarm. The
pull station on the fourth floor had
been activated and a search of the
building proved negative for fire and
smoke.

I SGA Notes | AD Rates

MONDAY 31

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
HRLDA General Meeting
1/10/05 - An officer responded to
Brantl Lecture Hall in Dickson Hall on
a report of a burglary. The swipe lock
to the room was broken and nothing
appeared to be missing.

www.themontclariori.Grg

* NEW S

NEW YORK - A subway line
serving tens of thousands of
New Yorkers a day was knocked
out of service and another
severely limited, possibly for
years, because of a fire that
authorities said may have been
set by a homeless person trying
to stay warm.
The fire was set Sunday in
a shopping cart in or near the
Chambers S treet station in
lower M anhattan, fire officials
said

NEWARK - Two city men were
found shot dead in a car early
yesterday in a remote indus

trial part of the city. The men
were discovered at 2:30 a.m.,
when patrol officers came upon
a black Lexus 300 parked in the
middle of North Fourth Street,
near Branch Brook P ark
NEWARK - Newark police offi
cers shot and killed a motorist
and injured a passenger early
yesterday after the driver alleg
edly rammed their patrol car
head-on and led them on a brief
chase.

B

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS - A
group of suspected illegal immi
grants were being questioned
Tuesday after federal authori
ties intercepted their singleengine plane and forced it to
land.
However, officials said
they had found no connection
between the Chinese nationals
aboard the plane and a Chinese
group sought for questioning
in an alleged terrorism plot in
Boston.

International News
NEW DELHI, INDIA - A stam
pede ofreligious pilgrims, packed
along a narrow road leading to a
Hindu shrine, killed at least 215
people in western India Tuesday
afternoon.
The chaos started when a
few impatient devotees started
to push through the crowd of
200,000 Hindu worshippers who
were making their way uphill to
the M andhara Devi shrine.
As dozens of people were
crushed, others became angry
and set fire to shops along the
road.

including the groups leaders,
admitted in Superior Court yes
terday th at they ran a crimi
nal enterprise and intimidated
their members in order to fund
their organization.
Eight men and one woman
pleaded guilty before Judge
Scott J. Moynihan to the same
second-degree racketeering
charge of being a leader of orga
nized crime.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
- Prosecutors want to show
jurors
“erotic
m aterials”
seized from Michael Jackson’s
Neverland Ranch when the pop
singer goes on trial on child
molestation charges, according
to newly released, court docu
ments.
The request covers woks,
videos and magazines seized
in searches in November 2003,
and three books and two pho
tographs taken by investigators
in August 1993, when Jackson
faced sim ilar allegations.

COMPILEDBYLAURENIAMP

RUMBEK, SUDAN - Leaders
of Sudan’s m ain southern
rebel movement unanimously
endorsed Monday an agreement
to end Africa’s longest-running
civil war, paving the way for
a new constitution and power
sharing government.
U.N. and U.S. officials hope
the deal will help end Sudan’s
other conflicts - a 23-month
rebellion in the western Darfur
region and a low intensity insur
gency in the eastern Red Sea
Hills.

LONDON, ENGLAND - The
devastating tsunam i that wiped
out cities, seaside communities
and holiday resorts in southern
Asia.has not put holidaymakers
off visiting the region, a survey
has found.
In France, the number of peo
ple considering taking a holiday
in the region rose from 6 percent
before the disaster, to 8 percent
afterwards. In Germany the
figure remained steady at 4 per
cent.

WASHINGTON, ' DC - - The
Bush adm inistration soon will
ask Congress for about $80 bil
lion in additional funding for
m ilitary operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Congressional aides said,
that about 75 percent of' the
$80 billion would probably be
earmarked for the Army, which
is doing most of the fighting
in Iraq. Some of the money
might be designated for a new
embassy in Baghdad, which has
been projected: to cost as much
as $1.5 billion.

■
LONDON, ENGLAND - The
last four Britons to be held at
the U.S. detention center in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, have
arrived back in the UK.
Police arrested the men under
Section 41 of the Terrorism Act
2000 which refers to the alleged
involvement in the commission,
preparation or instigation of acts.
of terrorism
Families of the men say the
men have suffered torture dur
ing their detention without trial
for almost three years.

w w w .th e m o n td a rio n .o rg
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BOHN HALL

President
Cole Gets A
Pay Increase

CONTINUED FROM P 1

f

*

Lauren Lampe
S ta ff Writer

Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion

RHA President Pierre Johnson (far left), accompanied by Drew Ward, Sarah Louissaint and
Diana Abre, discuss the Bohn Hall incident and an emergency plan of action the members
have agrred to endorse.

Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion

A Physical Plant employee works on the
electrical panel after Bohn Hall loses power.

building was under repair. Due to extreme
weather conditions, the contractors had to
switch hack and forth from actively repair
ing the main generator to allowing electrical
power from the temporary generator to run
throughout the building to ensure th at no
pipes would freeze or. burst, said Sargent.
The Office of Residence Life established
a contact center in the Blanton Hall atrium
for all students who had questions about
the housing situation. “Because there was
no heat or electricity in Bohn, we had to
m aintain the security of the building,” said
Sargent.
“W hat happened is nobody’s fault and they
handled it well under the circumstances, but
we weren’t very well-informed about what
we should do,” said Alyson Kuritz, freshm an
undeclared. “I was lucky to have friends in
Webster.”

Resident Assistants advised Bohn resi
dents to go home or stay with a friend if
possible, and provided staff-escorted “tours”
through Bohn Hall for those who needed to
retrieve personal belongings from the build
ing. Residence Life made accommodations
on Thursday night at the Wellesly Inn in
Clifton for an estim ated 50 students who
were unable to find alternate housing, said
Sargent.
“When residents mess up, [Residence
Life] can charge us hundreds of dollars, but
Residence Life messed up and didn’t provide
housing the way they guarantee,” President
of Residence Hall Association Pierre Johnson

find housing, but it shouldn’t have required
us to be out of the building for so long. It’s
ju st an inconvenience,” said Deanna Muro,
freshm an biology major.
The generator was repaired and full
power was restored to the building at 12:45a.m., early morning Saturday. Residents
were able to re-enter Bohn Hall at 8:00 a.m.
on Saturday morning, nearly two days after
the evacuation, said Sargent.
“It was an ordeal,” RHA Governor to Bohn
Hall Sarah Louissaint said. “We were all
homeless. I’m truly ju st getting over it.”
Though Bohn Hall is functioning, the
building will reach normality only toward
the end of the week and continues to face
heating problems, said Sargent. Students
“What happened is
who are experiencing heating problems are
advised to tape their windows to avoid draft,
nobody’s fault and
or, if a' room tem perature dips beneath 68
degrees
fahrenheit, to request a space heater
[Residence Life] handled
from the University.
it well under the
Some residents expressed their feelings
w ith complaints toward the adm inistra
circumstances...”
tion throughout the hallways of Bohn Hall.
Residence Life has also received a strong
A lyso n Kuritz
stream of complaints from parents and stu
Bohn Hall resident
dents in the form of e-mail and phone calls,
said Sargent.
said.
In response to the recent Bohn Hall
Residence Life staff made the decision to incident, the Residence Hall Association has
stay in Bohn Hall Thursday and Friday to decided to put a bill in place to avoid such
answer phones and assist in any way that confusion in the future.
they could, despite the electrical breakdown
According to the bill, which passed unani
and lack of heat, said Sargent.
mously, “Recent events in Bohn Hall hâve
“I feel like Residence Life did a good job proven th at the current system, if any such
of taking responsibility and helping people exists, causes only disarray and a lack of
place to sleep.”
The bill has
resolved th at the RHA
endorse a plan of
action, with the Office
of Residence Life th at
will review, strategize,
and create a plan that
will guarantee th at all
residents have a place
to stay in the event of
a closing of a residence
hall.
“[Bohn Hall] is
ju st another example of
a Residence Life prob
lem. Someone comes to
fix something, fiddles
around with his wrench
and leaves the problem
the same as it was,”
said Andrew Ward, a
Bohn H all resident.
“Residence Life needs to
know th at maintenance
people aren’t doing their
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion
jobs well enough.”

Bohn Hall students and members of RHA gathered in the Blanton-Bohn Quad to protest the way that the
Office of Residence Life handled the Bohn Hall emergency.

M ontclair State University’s President
Cole will earn $250,000 for the 2005 fis
cal year, up from $221,000 the previous
year, according to the Chair of the Board of
Trustees George Hiltzik.
The salaries of college presidents are
increasing despite rising tuition and budget
cuts, according to CNN.com.
According to the Chronicle of Higher
Education’s Compensation Survey, 17 presi
dents of public universities will earn more
than $500,000 this year, up from 12 last year
and six the previous year.
According to CNN.com, the highest paid
public university president is the University
of Washington’s Mark Emmert, who earns
$762,000 in pay and benefits.
The Board of Trustees decides the
President’s salary on an annual basis after a
review of the President’s performance based
on two standards evaluated by the Personnel
Committee and entire Board, Hiltzik said.
First, the Board assesses the quality of
the President’s performance and second, they
compare the salaries of other Presidents in
New Jersey and in comparable institutions
throughout the nation, Hiltzik said.
According to Hiltzik, Cole’s salary is paid
for entirely by student tuition and state
appropriation. Cole, being awarded Educator
of the Year by the Research and Development
Council of New Jersey, further “demon
strates th at [the Board] made a fine choice
and th at Dr. Cole is unusually meritorious,”
Hiltzik said.
“The President is the chief executive offi
cer of the University and thus is responsible
for managing all University affairs. The
President is also the University’s academic
and adm inistrative leader, and its princi
pal advocate, spokesperson, and fundraiser,”
Hiltzik said.

“I think presidents are
starting to look more
like CEOs than college
presidents...”
Roger Bow en
General Secretary, Am erican Association o f
University Professors

“I think they’re starting to look more
like CEOs than college presidents, and I
think public tru st is a real issue,” General
Secretary of the American Association of
University Professors and former president
of New York’s state university system Roger
Bowen said, according to CNN.com.
“The salaries o f university presidents,
especially presidents of public universities,
look nothing like the salaries of corporate
CEOs, who generally receive significantly
larger compensation packages,” Hiltzik said.
“The public has no reason to be distrust
ful of universities because their presidents
are compensated for their years of experi
ence, the quality of their performance, and
the complexity and importance of their jobs.”
“Montclair State University has the good
fortune to have a superb and very hardwork
ing president who is totally dedicated to the
best interests of the University and its stu
dents,” Hiltzik said.

w w w .the m on tcla rio n.org
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HEAT
CONTINUED FROM P 1

“An environment that is
too warm or too cold
reduces the productivity
of employees and
students.”
Susan Skalsky
W ellness Services Director

The average tem perature of a residence
hall ranges from 67 to 72 degrees, said
Watkins. This tem perature, decided on by
the Office of Residence Life, is monitored
daily by physical plant employees.

At Monday eve
ning’s Residence Hall
Association meeting,
Bohn H all resident
Andrew Ward spoke
about the conditions of
his room after return
ing to the building
last weekend. “When
I came back to the
building my room was
extremely cold w ith
snow and ice on thé
windows,” said Ward.
“They were unlivable
conditions.” 1
Heat and circula
tion problems are, in
part, due to an aged
infrastructure in need
of upgrading, said
Watkins. Frigid tem
peratures are severely
taxing. The Heat and
Ventilation staff are
working to effectively
and efficiently main
Dominique W ilson i The Montclarion
tain and operate the Lounge areas in the Student Center annex have dropped in temperature, leading students and faculty members
such as Christine Dah (above), a University bookstore employee, to wear winter clothing while working and
systems.
studying.
“Myheat [inBlanton]
was broken for a week before someone came Swimmers get out of the water and freeze.
While Wilson said all buildings had inad
to fix it,” said Cynthia Bankowki, junior My swim coach wears a scarf and hat in the equate heat to begin the semester, he didn’t
business major. “My suitemates’ heat wasn’t pool area.
feel th at it could have been prevented. The
working and maintenance blamed it on the
In Dickson Hall, students wear coats heat was not on during winter break and the
pipes.”
throughout classes, said Leslie Wilson, regent tem perature drop was so severe.
“The heat in my [Webster] room isn’t chairperson of the History department. “Our
Dickson Hall is always burning up or
enough,” said Ruchi Sharma, sophomore edu Dean’s Office received complaints from stu freezing cold, said Bridget Laudine, sopho
cation major. “We have a space heater but dents and faculty.”
more graphic design major. There is no
having a work order completed is such a long
Anne Lee, a sophomore elementary educa medium tem perature.
process. It takes forever.”
tion major, was one of those students. “My
“An environment th at is too warm or too
The pool, located in Panzer Gym, hasn’t classmates and I wear winter clothes in class cold reduces the productivity of employees'
been heated for about a week, said K ristin because it is so cold,” she said. “It’s hard to and students,” said Skalsky. “We need to be
Bates, freshm an broadcasting major. take notes with gloves on.”
physically comfortable to work efficiently.”

■ I

Nearly a year ago when the handicap
accessible door was installed, Gaffney noticed
the change. “The door stays open too long
and all the cold air gets in. Obviously, it’s
being used as a regular door as well,” he
said.
SGA Secretary Evelyne W alters, who
also works in the Student Center, shares
Gaffney’s opinion. “I have to work with my
gloves, jacket and scarf on,” she said.
“I think [the tem perature of the Student
Center] is horrible,” Walters said. “These are
deplorable working conditions. I believe it
is against state law and, if it isn’t, it should
be.”
Last week eight heat-related complaints
within residence halls, including Blanton,
Bohn, Count Basie, Williams
Carlos
Williams, Freeman; Russand Webster Halls,
were reported to the Physical Plant, said
Walter Watkins, assistant vice president of
facilities operations.

BRADFORD
CONTINUED FROM P 1

m inute walk to MSU and
access University facilities,
such as the video conferenc
ing capabilities, a rt gallery,
sports fields or photo lab, said
Vitone.
A t a Jan. 10 Board of
Education meeting, Naomi
Kirkmand, teacher and co
chair of the Bradford School
Review Committee, said that
each class would participate
in a t least three universityrelated experiences 'a year,
one per semester.
Bradford students, includ
ing fifth-grader Dominique.
Bryant, are excited for what j
the collaboration will bring
forth.
“I thin k ..that working
with MSU is à good idea
because then we can have
more resources,” Bryant said.
“I am interested in using the
sports fields and photo labs.”
__ _
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion
Kirkmand also said that
exposure to the idea /of a Bradford Academy studenf?, grades K-5, will now have the opportunityto/take advantage of MSU facilities.
University so early in their; This union comes after the Academy changes its magnet theme to “The University Magnet.”
educational journey will ben
efit the students of Bradford.
ally beneficial and productive partnership.” teaching in other schools in Montclair. This
“The words ‘university’ and?college’ will Through the use of MSU’s video-conference is not in bny way diminishing or negating
be as fam iliar as [the words) ‘reading* and laboratory, located in Chapin Hall, a fifth?, ..our partnershipw ith other schools in the dis-„
‘math,” said Kirkmand. 1/ p
grade Spanish clask recently participated in Strict,” Cutler said. “Bradford is a school that?
This integration of MSU and Bradford a live chat with a sixth-grade English class is walking distance from MSU and because
will not be the first time the two are work from Valencia Spain. —, ¿ f
of this, it is a natural relationship.”
ing closely together, said Ada Beth Cutler,
Board member Jean Armstrong said that
According to The Montclair Times,
dean of the College of Education ànd Human Bradford wouldn’t be the only Montclair Montclair’s magnet schools, adopted in 1977,
Services.
school to work with MSU.
have been named one of the best magnet sys
“We already have.a significant partner
According to Cutler, the University col tems in the nation by the U.S. Department of
ship with Bradford,” said Cutler. “It will laborates with 21 school districts in New Education.
only expand, and we will formulize a mutu- Jersey. “We have students who are student
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Cheaper W ays for Spring Break Play
For Beach Party Wishes And Debauchery Dreams, The Time to Research Trips Is Now
By Lacey C. Smith
C hief Copy Editor

t might only be the second week of
classes, but it’s already tim e. to start
thinking about where you will be in two
months. Wrong, not midterms. It’s time to
begin planning for th at week of skin cancer
hazards, bare-breasted women, and drunken
depravity th at we the collegiate like to call
spring break.
I suppose even Christians th at fight tor
prayer in schools are happy that our politically-correct academia have stopped asso
ciating the break with the Easter holiday
- 1 doubt th at even Mary Magdalene in her
wildest days would come dose to the college
girls th at take off their string bikini tops, rub
themselves in mud and hook up with each
other for the excited viewers th at will watch
them for months to come on MTV.
Of course all students don’t look at that
week in March as a time to fulfill each of
their carnal desires on television. Many just
want to get away from the campus, the family
and everything North Jersey-associated. It’s a
time to wind down, explore a little, take some
pictures and try some new beers. Whatever
you do this year, the time to begin figuring it
out is right now, when the snow is still on the
ground and the thought of putting your pasty,
Christmas-cookie thighs into a bathing suit
makes you cringe.
Spring Break offers so many different
options, but rarely do people realize or fully
research them to get the best deals and make
the trip go as smoothly as possible. Knowing
where to look for the best location, package
deals, and information about the area will
save you money and energy that is better
spent at the bar.
The very phrase “spring break” has been
taken over by MTV; and when planning
their getaway, most students wonder where
the pop-culture superstation will be headed,
to take advantage of the hype generated by
thousands of baithing-suit-clad students and
a myriad of singers and reality-TV stars from
Road Rules and the like.
According to sprmgbreaktravel.com (a co
sponsor with MTV for hot events) this year’s
top destinations include Florida’s Panama
City and Daytona Beach; Nassau, Bahamas;
Negril, Jamaica; Mexico’s Acapulco and, need
it even be mentioned, Cancún.
The site is a great research tool for deals
th at include flight and hotel, and sometimes
hours of free drinks. Other specials include
cruises th at take off in Florida, swing into the
Caribbean, and make their way back. The
site also has an entire page dedicated to tell
ing students what Celebrities will be where
and a spot where former vacationers have
rated the various hotels and bars, making it
easy to see where to avoid and what not to
miss at each location.
For example, in Cancún, the unofficial
American collegiate spring break capital of
the world, where according to the site, over
200,000 students visit annually...
- The hottest bars are Pat O’Briens, Senior
Frogs Fat Tuesdays and the booze cruises are
unforgetable.
- It is worth it to spend a little extra money
to get a hotel near the beach and closer to the
excitement.
- Snorkeling is inexpensive and gorgeous
nearby off Cozumel, the second largest bar
rier reef in the world.
- Day trips to the Mayan temples are avail
able and well worth the visit, though many
students miss out on the opportunity because
they got lost at the bar. Don’t!

I

Not all college students consider them
selves MTV junkies however, and for the
more serious traveler, the places affiliated
with Spring Break can seem tourist-ridden
and overdone. Yet some beautiful coastlines
are not so exhausted, and because of that
can be cheaper places to stay and offer a
greater cultural experience. Mexico has
an abundance of such cities; far from the
thousands of American students in Cancún
he Xochimilco with carnivals and a great
atmosphere and picturesque Tulum, located
atop a cliff which overlooks the Caribbean.
Further down into South America lies
possibly one of the best little-known vacation
areas. Venezuela offers'visitors a gorgeous
and diverse landscape at an unbelievably
cheap exchange rate. There are few tourists
in comparison with other beach sites, and
those there won’t all be American college
students. Tourism is somewhat deterred
by the country’s reputation, but is actually
quite safe, save the eity of Caracus.
For information on any cities outside the
States,i the Rough Guide and Lonely Planet
websites and published guides are accurate,
extremely detailed and geared towards col
lege-aged individuals with little money and
a taste for nightlife and excitement. The
more you know about a place before you go,
the more likely you are to go home with a
story th at other people don’t'have.
Additionally, it’s a great year to stay in
the States. With Delta having financial dif
ficulty and United and US Airlines’ recent
bankruptcies, analysts predict an all-out

airfare war. What flights will be cheaper?
Mostly it will be weekday, intercity flights,
often with hotel deals included. With so many
websites offering cheap tickets, it is almost

“...it’s a great year to stay
in the States. With Delta
having financial
difficulty...analysts
predict an all-out airfare
war...it is almost needless
to go to a travel agent ior
a Stateside trip.”
needless to go to a travel agent for a Stateside
trip. Great resources for cheap tickets include:
- orbitz.com
- cbeaptickets.com
- travelocity.com
- expedia.com
- pricelbie.com
- botwire.com
- aiigorilla.com
Austin, Texas, offers a great college-atmo
sphere for break, even for a Jersey democrat.
Nashville, Tennessee, lets loose with bluegrass
and up-and-coming musicians of various sorts.
San Francisco is beautiful and clean and well,
California’s reputation for fun leaves little to be

said. Colorado has numerous microbreweries
for the beer-drinker in addition to breathtak
ing mountains and lakes. Charleston, South
Carolina is one of the oldest and most beauti
ful cities in the country and those in want of
historical sites will find it optimal. For those
not keen on leaving the country who still
want the beach experience, South Carolina
offers much more than Myrtle Beach. The
Isle of Palms and Fripp Island both offer
the fine sand and beautiful water th at make
Myrtle Beach so popular, but without the
streams of sock-and-sandal, camera-in-hand
folk. The possible trips within the country
are doubtlessly countless, and the best one
depends on personal preference and cheap
flight availability.
Pregnant? Can’t part from your nail file
or pocketknife? Ju st don’t like to fly? Get
in the car and go. Some places are well
within driving distance, especially for a cou
ple people - Washington D.C.; Philadelphia;
Manchester, Vermont; Acadia, Maine... The
destination doesn’t always have to be a
beach. A tent, some friends and a couple
of six-packs will provide more than enough
enjoyment to make any person dread going
back to classes the next Monday.
Wherever spring break will find you,
start now. Use web resources and put your
self on the mailing lists for cheap flights; it’s
the only filler mail th at may save you money,
though likely not get you a free iPod mini.
The sooner you begin figuring spring break
details out, saving and salivating for it, the
better and cheaper it will be.

MSU President And VP Answer Questions

Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion

Montclair State University President Susan A- Cole [above right] and Vice-President for Student Development and Campus Life Karen
Pennington [left] held a question-and-answer session on MSU’s radio station 90. 3 W-MSC FM on Wednesday Jan. 26. The special program
featured the two administrators answering questions posed to them by Programming Director David Deich as well as callers to the sta
tion. The focus o f most questions dealt with two issues: residence life and the elimination o f five M SU athletic teams. Cole responded to
questions about the athletic cuts by saying, “We [MSU] have a large athletic program. We don’t have the resources to maintain 21 varsity
sports.” Questions were also raised about where funding for the new recreation center would be coming from, in which Cole responded,
“Student recreation fees have been held back for four years to pay for it.”
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Gender R o le s And S exu al P re ssu re s
Issues with Guys Not Making The First Move And The Make Or Break Date for Sex
Dear G.M.,
I've been having issues lately with guys and
calling. What's the deal with the proverbial
"rules"? Should I really not be calling them
first? Should I not call at alL.ever? Should
he be making the first move? Frankly, I'm
getting confused, and I don't know what
this all means.

Can you help me out?

~T.G.~

We’re talking about the rules of the game
here, and I’m with you on the idea th at it’s
all very confusing. Who wants rules when it
comes to something as personal as dating?
Shouldn’t we be able to decide what is
right for us as individuals? As women in a
new era where we have all the same rights,
shouldn’t we be able to take the initiative and
call the guy first?
"
..
My gut instinct is to say absolutely, but
I’m going to have to go against everything
I believe in and tell you th at the idea of the
game has its merits and some of th e rules
really can’t be broken.
I regret saying this, and I wish it wasn’t
the truth, but I’ve played it both ways, and for
the most part, we have to follow some rules.
The phone is such a tricky thing for most
guys, and as women, we can’t seem to under
stand it.
Here’s the real deal: we have to give men
a lot more credit than we are giving them.
They are extremely capable of picking Gp a
phone and dialing seven digits plus an urea
code. They have rules too.
No one wants to look desperate, so they’re
definitely not calling the day after they‘get
your number no m atter how much they like
you, but anytime after th at is fair game. ;

Yet, if he calls over a week later, the idiot
has no excuse, and I would suggest approach
ing him with caution. Let him do the work, at
least when it comes to making the first phone
call. It would be the gentlemanly thing to do.
In my opinion, you don’t want to make
it look like you need to talk to him. If he’s
a stand up guy, then he’s going to make the
phone call, and you can take it from there.
There need be no more games if you fee! th at
things are running smoothly.
Call him after th at whenever you want.
Ju st don’t call him so many times th at he
thinks you are crazy. Leave a message if he
doesn’t answer and wait for him to call back.
If he’s interested, he really will ¿all you.
Bottom line: there really are no “rules”
th at apply to every person in the world.
Some guys like when a girl is assertive and
makes the first phone call. Other guys
despise it. So take your chances!
Do what you feel is the best style for you,
but remember th at you must be patient,
and if things don’t seem to work out
w ith Mr.- He
Could Be So
Wonderful,
truly Eire
plenty more
like him out there, so
don’t stress about it too much.

Dear G.M.,
M y really good friend told me that there
is some common notion that the third
date is universally known as the make or
break date in terms of having sex. I really

like this guy and we've already gone out on
tw o dates. I'm not sure if I am really ready to
have a serious sexual relationship with him.

others believe in the idea th at the first date
is quite enough to make a good sexual deci
sion.

Is this really true or is my friend making it up?
~K.S.~

Let us be very clear th at there isn’t a thing
in the world th at is absolutely universal! Your
friend has already made a grave mistake
by feeding into this ridiculous propaganda.
As silly as th at seems, I have heard that
many people believe th at to be true, but 1 can
assure you th at there are plenty of people
who would never even consent to having
sex on the third date and would be deeply
offended if someone broached the proposi
tion. Others would be perfectly comfortable
with the idea’.
The deal is th at no one has the right to
set up a timetable th at allocates
when someone should or should
hot be having sexual relations.
7
Every person differs in
•
term s of when they feel com
fortable embarking on a
sexual relationship with
a new partner, and
there is no guidebook
th at tells you when or
when not to bring up
the topic. Frankly, the
same person can have
very different timetables
in accordahce to the peri: son they are dealing with.
' - Your friend has sadly been
misinformed. We all do not live by the
“third date” principle. Some of us live by the
“waiting till we’re m arried” principle, while

“The deal is that no one
has the right to set up a
timetable that allocates
when someone should
or should not be having
sexual relations.”

Gauge your decision by the person you
are dealing with, not- by the “universal
notion.” Don’t feel pressured into giving your
self ovèr to him just because you don’t want
to lose thè relationship; If he is truly inter
ested in you, he’ll accept your decision.
Conversely, if you make the mistake of
getting rid of someone just because they
wouldn’t have sex with you on the third date,
then you may be throwing away someone
who is aihazing ju st because you thought fie
or she Was informed about this idea.

I'm here to answer your questions, ff
you have a dilemma like the ones above,
I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at
Montfeature@yahoo.com

with

the

hearing from you.

ASH WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 9,2005
2:15 NOON SCRIPTURE SERVICE
1:15PM BLESSING
7 :15PM SCRIPTURE SERVICE
SERVICES WILL BE IN BALLROOM C
Mass will be celebrated every Thursday during Lent
Student Center Room #415 @ 12:15pm
For more information call:
973-746-2323
Sponsored by
Newman Catholic Campus Ministry
A Class III Organization o f the SGA, Inc.

title

'Attention G.M Grosso.' I look forward to
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Don’t Procrastinate

MEET THE

FACULTY
IF YOU
WOULD LIKE
TO NOMINATE
A PROFESSOR
TO BE
PROFILED, SEND
AN
EMAIL TO:
MONTFEATURE@YAHOO.COM
WITH “MEET THE FACULTY”
AS THE SUBJECT

Stall Now And Regret It Later in Life
Rob G ilb ert, Ph.D.
Departm ent o f HPPERLS

0

n the wall of a runners’ store in
Princeton is an Adidas p o ster. . ,

continue once they get started? The number
one reason for quitting for m arathon runners
is pain and exhaustion. The number one rea
son for college students is discouragement.
In the long run, it hurts more to quit than to
continue.

“Sweat, pain, and exhaustion are all tempo Question: How do you fight discouragement?
rary - finishing Boston is forever.”
Answer: With success.
This poster refers to the Boston Marathon.
Even if you’re not a runner, this poster refers
to you as well because you’re in a m arathon
too. Getting your degree is a m arathon - not
a sprint.
W hether it’s an athletic m arathon or an
academic m arathon, there are two things you
have to do to cross the finish line: Number
one is start. Number two is continue.
Sounds simple . . . but it’s not th at easy.
As a m atter of fact, only 42 percent of stu
dents who start four-year colleges in the U.S.
ever receive their diplomas.
1) Start. It’s the start th at stops most
people. Most people plan on getting started.
They hope to get started. They want to get
started. But they never get started. Why?
Because they procrastinate. .
Procrastination is a killer. Procrastination
is getting ready to get ready. The secret is
th at you don’t have to feel like getting started
- you ju st have to get start.
Don’t wait until you feel like doing i t . . .
ju st do it and then you’ll feel like it! So today
sta rt going to all your classes, start studying,
sta rt doing your assignments j whether you
feel like it or not.
2) Continue: In other words, “Keep on
keeping on.” Why do so many people fail to

“Only 42 percent of
students who start fouryear colleges in the U.S.
ever receive their
diplomas.”
Let me explain. . .
Nothing succeeds like success. When you
actually start seeing results, your whole
world changes. Results change attitudes.
When you actually start seeing good grades
on your quizzes, exams, and assignments
- thèse results are powerful motivators.
Nothing succeeds like success.
S tart. Continue. Cross the finish line! The
tassel is worth the hassle.

Do you need a little more motivation? Call
Dr. Gilbert’s Success H otline a t (973) 7434690. Recorded m essages are available at
all tim es and new messages every day at
7:30 a.m.

www.themontclarion.ofg
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‘The very definition of bad taste, political incorrectness and som e of
the m ost ridiculous singing you will ever hear. Lepage’s mastery can’t
help but flash unbidden from the rock’n ’roll stage.”
-THE MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL ARTS FESTIVAL

C A LL 973-655-5112 OR ONLINE:

NO CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS THROUGH PERFORM ING ARTS FEE.
SPEC IA L FACULTY /STAFF/GRADUATESTUDENT/SENIOR RATES APPLY.
CONVENIENT $ 3 PARKING IS AVAILABLE AT THE RED HAWK DECK ATTACHED TO THEATER.

www.montclair.edu/kasser
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John Legend in The M aking
Late
Accomplished Musician Composes a Modern Soul Triumph
Night
Laughs
Michael T. Martin

A ssistant A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Get Lifted
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ohn Legend has worked with many
critically and commercially successful
R&B/hip-hop stars, and now he steps
out on his own with his debut, Get Lifted.
As pianist, vocalist and co-producer, Legend
shows promise th at his career may live up
to his self-given stage name. Although his
songs are simplistic - at times the lyrics
are downright elementary and the melodies
uninvolving - the end results are mostly
satisfying. This is because Legend excels at
conveying very distinctive moods in his songs,
thanks to his thoughtful vocal phrasing and
well-chosen musical accompaniment.

a
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courtesy of cnn.com

hen I was asked to
choose this week’s
E ntertainer of the
Week, there was one clear
choke:. the legendary former
host of The Tonight Show,
Johnny Carson.
Like me, you’ve prob
ably grown tired of current
Tonight Show host Jay Leno’s
O.J. Simpson and Barney the
Dinosaur jokes, and like any
good young person, you prob
ably choose to watch David
Letterman and Conan O’Brien.
To this day, however Leno’s
j ratings rule because of Carson’s
Tonight Show legacy. It isn’t
easy to make people laugh late
at night,. Don’t believe me?
Three words: The Magic Hour.
Remember The Chevy Chase
Show'? How about Joan Rivers,
or Sinbad on Vibe? "Worse yet,
anyone remember The Whoopi
Goldberg Show? Even talented
comedians can’t make the latenight gig work. It takes a spe
cial person to be both devilishly
funny and charming enough to
make people not want to roll
over and go to sleep. Everybody
remembers Johnny Carson!
Probably only a few stu
dents now at MSU stayed up
late to catch Carson on NBC,
as he left the show in May,
1992. But everyone’s probably
seen the infomercials adver
tising the video collection of
his greatest moments from
his 30-year tenure as the Late
Night king. More than that,
chances are your parents have
recalled, with fondness, memo
rable skits and guests from his
show. Appearances on Carson
skyrocketted the once-fledging careers of comedians like
Roseanne, Jen y Seinfeld, Ellen
DeGeneres, Letterm an, and
Leno.
Carsoft’s Midwestern sensi
bility mixed well with his dry
w it.' He never seemed cranky
like Letterman or-too vanilla
like Leno. He comforted view
ers because he laughed with
them. Carsohs legacy reflects
a time when having class was
valued and laughter existed for
laughter’s sake. He was the con
summate entertainer - he just
made people happy. Goodnight
to o u r. ENTERTAINER OF
THE WEEK*!!

W

“On ‘It Don’t Have
to Change,’ Legend’s
family joins him in a fun
and affecting sing-a-long
about the supreme love of
family... [The song] will
leave listeners wanting to
hear it again and again.”
“I Used to Love U” is Liftecfs superb first sin
gle, produced by Kanye West. Legend sings
facetiously to his gold-digging girlfriend,
“Maybe I should rob somebody/so we could
live like Whitney and Bobby/It’s probably
my fault, my bad, my loss/that you are above
cost/and all I can do is love you.” Legend’s
piano playing creates a subtle tension as the
bass line grooves beneath the harmonies and
provocative lyrics. •As the song fades out, a
chorus of Legend’s harmonies sings in a stac-
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courtesy of Johniegend.com

John Legend not only sings and plays piano, he co-produces most of the tracks on Get
Lifted, proving that he’s serious about living up to his name.

cato falsetto, “I used to love you...but I don’t
love you.” This firn detail wraps up what is
an impeccable urban male kiss-off anthem.
The melody of “She Don’t Have to Know”
slinks along, reflecting very well the lyrics
about a couple hiding from their significant
others. Despite the tale of adultery, when
Legend sings, “Oh, I feel sorry for mistakes
we’ve made/but there’s no reason th at we
should tell her today/She don’t have to know,
she don’t have to know,” his soulfiil delivery
manages to evoke a bittersweet sympathy
from the listener. Meanwhile, the instrum en
tal break effectively showcases the trombone
and Moog Bass, which grants an appropriate
heaviness to the sticky situation Legend

describes.
“I Can Change” finds Legend trying to
make amends for his previous wrongdoings.
The song is an example of the simplistic
formula not working too well. The chorus is
too repetitive^ melodically and lyrically, to be
interesting. With the vow to “get baptized
if you want it” and the inclusion of a gospel
choir, Legend’s vow to rectify himself is over
blown and wholly unconvincing. Conversely,
guest-collaborator Snoop Dogg kicks an
entertaining - if not genuine - game, saying,
“You make me wanna lay down the pimpin’
and step my love game up.” Oh, for rizzle?
“Number One” is a paradox in which the
bouncy exuberance of an old-school Curtis
Mayfield jam is mixed with a blunt
lyrical defense of Legend’s cheating
habits. After a few bars of sweet
strings, Legend unexpectedly begins,
“Now you can’t say th at I don’t love
you/just because I cheat on you/
’Cause, you can’t see all I do/to keep
you from knowin’ the things I do.”
Track producer West further adds to
the absurdity, rapping, “I told you my
heart don’t-have nothin’ to do with
my penis...I know he loves you, he
told me you- was his favorite.” The
hook, while lyrically disingenuous,
is undeniably catchy thanks to the
strings and (strangely) happy female
background singers. Thus, Legend
creates his first guilty pleasure.
Legend sounds sweetly exhausted
from his experiences of love and
lust on “Ordinary People,” a track
in which he makes a plea to “take .it
slow” as he enters into a new rela
tionship. Besides “Used to Love U,”
it is the most compelling song on the
album. Legend masterfully wrings
emotion out of even the most trite
lyrics, and as he sings, “As our love

courtesy of mtv.com

John Legend rocks the crowd for MTV as he showcases several soulful tracks off his well-done solo
debut, G et Lifted.

SEE ‘LEGEND' ON P. 11
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Closer Driven by Strong Dialogue |
K adijah Basir

LEGEND

.

CONTINUED FROM P 1 0

Arts & Entertainm ent Editor

C lo s e r
Oír Mike Nichols
Starring Natalie Portman, Jude Law,
Julia Roberts

script-driven romantic drama, Closer
is undeniably full of charisma and has
a very intense quality th at keeps a con
sistent pace throughout the film. In today’s
society, most movies without an action or a
strong sex scene never get much recognition

K

“The film somehow
feels more like a stage
production than a
movie. Everything about
the movie is purely
language-driven. To
understand the movie
you really have to pay
attention to what they are
saying and how they are
saying it.”
or hype. However, this movie had something
about it th at grabbed my attention. Maybe it
was the beautiful looking cast, or its romantic

advances/we take secofid chances/Though it’s
not a fantasy/I still want you to stay,” it is
apparent he is a more 4han capable singer.
His reserved piano-playing serves well to
create a balance between vocals and instru
mentation. The universal appeal of the song
makes it an insflmt pop classic.
Legend’s quiet storm continues in the
otherworldly “So High,” as he sings, “Baby,
we’re so high/walking on cloud nine...when
the morning comes, we’ll see the sun is not so
far/And we can’t get much closer to God than
where we are.” His scratchy tenor eases into
a yearning falsetto. The lush “Refuge (When
It’s Cold Outside)” utilizes vocal harmonies,
keyboards, and guitar to charming effect.
On “It Don’t Have to Change,” Legend’s
family joins him in a fun and affecting singa-long about the supreme love of family. The
opening male harmonies and piano will warm
up listeners like a blazing fireplace. Although
the refrain’s lyrics are beyond old-school
(“times is hard and things aré a-changin”’
- what is this, 1918?) and the vocal arrange
ment is a little too conservative (the family
doesn’t get to throw down), the sentiment,
as well as the brevity of the song, will leave
listeners wanting to hear it again and again.
Legend’s music doesn’t suggest a persona
with much conviction: content-wise, he’s all
courtesy of.yahoo.com over the place, from being the casual and
Julia Roberts (Anna) plays a photographer opposite Jude Law (Dan) and Clive Owen
smug adulterer of “Alright” to the spiritual
(Larry) in an emotional love triangle.
lover of “So High.” Musically, however, he
location, London. Whatever it was, it defi joumalist-tumed-novehst who meets an ex knows how to elevate songs that, in less
nitely worked. The movie, based on Patrick stripper, Alice (Natalie Portman), in a freak accomplished hands would be quite, well,
Marberis play, portrays the never-ending accident. They quickly become infatuated ordinaiy.
battle of love, lust, and loss. The four main with each other. But as the dialogue moves,
Legend’s debut is not quite a sold music
characters go the whirlwind cycle of wanting
revelation, but it has numerous solid tracks
SEE ‘CLOSER’ ON P. 12
what they cannot have and getting what they
that show evidence of the stuff that, ahem,
don’t want.Dan (Jude Law) is an obituary
legends are made of

I V F
of
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The Graduate
School at MSU

• Ed.D. in Pedagogy
• Doctor of Environmental
Management (D.Env.M.)

Masters Degrees
« Administration & Supervision

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!

Certificate Programs (various)
Child Advocacy
Communication

THE I V F O F N E W J E R S E Y IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.

Sciences & Disorders
Communication Studies
Computer Science

Early Childhood Special Education

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING

Education
Educational Psychology

for all Graduate Programs

Environmental Studies
Fine Arts
Fine Arts in Studio Arts (MFA)

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY TIME PHONE NUMBER.

Sunday, January 30,2005
Student Center
1:30-3:30 p.m.

French
Geoscience
Health Education

Legal Studies
Linguistics, Applied

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $ 7 0 0 0 .0 0

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973)470-0303

and ask for one of our Nurses.

Learn more about our programs; attend
workshops on financial aid
and preparing for graduate study; speak with
faculty advisers and die Graduate School staff!
Refreshments will be served.
Visit our website at www.montciair.edu or
call (973) 655-5147 for additional information.

Mathematics
Music
Nutrition & Food Science
Physical Education
Psychology

Social Sciences
Sociology, Applied
Spanish
Statistics

1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

FAX (973) 916-0488

£

MONTCLAIR
STATE
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The stale of learning in New Jersey

Mathematics
Teacher Certification
Teaching (MAT)
Theatre
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EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

'ON CALL
WORK FORCE'
We n eed p e o p le in ALL areas:
E n g in e e rin g R e p ro g ra p h ics
W eb • G ra p h ics • C o p y
C u s to m e r S e rvice • B in d e ry

FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES
- STARTING PAY -

1 0 .0 0

Check us out at: w w w .w e p r in tfa s t .c o m

Email / Call / Pax Us or stop in:
us296@alphagraphics.com
Ph: 973-509-9721 • Fax: 973-509-9727
423 Bloom field Ave.( M ontclair
(Only 3 miles from Campus • Bus Stop right on the Corner)

Local High Tech Company serving MSU proudly for 15 years.

WHAT’S OUT THERE

WALTER
HAUTZIG

H

P IA N O

SU N D AY, JA N U A R Y 30 A T 3PM

NEXT UP!
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CLOSER
CONTINUED FROM R 11

so do the years, and Dan soon crosses paths
with a photographer, Anna (Julia Roberts).
He senses a unique attraction to both her
external and internal beauty within a few
moments of meeting her. It could possibly be
the fact that he is involved with someone else
th at makes him all the more attracted to her.
He continues to pine for her attention, and
gets it by devising several clever plots. But a
practical joke he makes backfires on him as
he tries to set up Anna on an internet blind
date with the doctor, Larry (Clive Owen).
Larry later becomes an important charater
in the movie as he and Anna develop serious
inmate relationship. Closer somehow feels
more like a stage production than a movie.

“They all just seemed
dazed and somewhat cold
to have emphasized so
whole-heartedly their love
for one another in their
ping-pong love affairs.”

P a rt T im e /F u ll Tim e
DAYS/NIGHTS/W EEKENDS

$

www.themontclarion.org

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

CRISTINA CAPPARELLI GERLING
PIANO
M ARCH 6 • 3PM

<

Everything about the movie is purely lan
guage-driven. To understand the movie you
really have to pay attention to what they are
saying and how they are saying it. Because
the movie is spun throughout a four-year
timeline, there are a few critical points where
significant moments exist.
The two couples rarely interact with one
another, but this later becomes quite rel
evant to the plot. The one and only time
the two women in Dan’s life meet, Alice is a
victim ofheartache as she senses him drifting
away towards Anna. Portman really explores
another side of her talent as Alice in this
film.
In the first scene, Alice is strolling in slow
motion to Damien Rice’s “Can’t Take My Eyes
OffYou,” and it is instantly known that she is
a key factor in the movie. Here, she seems a
kind of carefree wanderer, moving wherever
her feeling and emotions bring her. Even for
all the intensity and drama the plot created,
it did lack a feeling of love for the characters.
They all ju st seemed dazed and somewhat
cold to have emphasized so whole-heartedly
their love for one another in their ping-pong
love affairs.
Even though the connection they have
with one another is what makes them closer,
it is also what forces them apart. To constant
ly put their love on the line, they continually
search for th at someone they can feel com
pletely close to.

A lo n e Hu t h e D a rk
Dir. Uwe Bol!
Starring Christian Slater, Tara Reid,
Step h en D orff

Fascination
Dir. Klaus Menzet
Starring Jacqueline Bisset,
A dam Gârçi«f, Stuart W ilson

A lb u m R eleases
A lt e r n a t iv e R o c k

It.
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Ani Di Franco
K n u c k le D o w n
D a n c e & DJ

The Chemical Brothers
P u sh t h e B u tto m

m

Thursday 27
Jason M oran - Jazz Standard
Kenny W ayne Shepherd Bowery Ballroom

-I

Friday 2%
M arlena Shaw - A u Bar
Jack O'Hara - Lucille # B.8. Kings
Ellie Lawson - The Crypt
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Saturday 29
Lotus - Tribeca Rock Club
Roberta Flack - B.B. King's Blue Club
Kristen Hersh - Joe's Pub

■

Sunday 30

M O N T C LA IR
STATE
U N IV ER SITY

Í

Popa Chubby - B.B. King's Blue Club
The Stands - Bar 13

M onday 31

C A L L 973-655-5112 O R ONLINE:
www.montclair.edu/kasser
NO CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS
THROUGH PERFORMING AR TS FEE
SPECIAL FACULTY/STAFF/GRADUATE
STUDENT/SENIOR RATES APPLY.
CONVENIENT $3 PARKING IS AVAILABLE AT
THE RED HAWK DECK ATTACHED TO THEATER
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Chris W hitley - Knitting Factory

S T A T E

U N I V E R S I T Y

M A I N

E N T R A N C E ,

N O R M A L

A V E .

Tuesday 1
Chick Corea - Blue Note
Kaki King - Knitting Factory
Arcade Fire - W ebster Halt

Wednesday 2

ALEXANDER

The Zutons, The Redwalls T H E A T E R

M O N T C L A I R ,

N E W

J E R S E Y

Alice (Natalie Portman) and Dan (Jude Law)
embrace each other as they end their emo
tional roller coaster of a relationship.

Hammerstein Ballroom
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word of choice this week for athletes
and mfhqi students across campus, in particular those whose sports
programs ware pulled out from under them in light of Montclair
State Hnivgssaty*s athletic budget cutbacks. The respected pro
grams of wrestling.m en and women’s cross country, women’s ten
nis and men’s lacrosse have all been axed, as MSU cites budget
concerns, in an effort to fortify such existingsporteas footbath
Assuming; th at these five team s are cut, th at will bring the
grand total to seven teams in the last three years, and as MSU vies
for collegiate respect across the country, the dwindling number of
sports programs does little to enhance their reputation. Moreover,
this does not forebode well for other smaller-market sports like vol
leyball, field Hockey and women’s lacrosse, as they must be ponder
ing their pW PfiliiiS'StittSlity on campus.
The school claims th at this is merely a ’‘reclassification’’ of varsity teams to ciuh sports. However; dub sports cannot compete for
ihathrnsd'f& i& ilS
for operation. A n'
example beingthe hockey team , which needs $1,650 per playefto
operate.
In other .news, following h er “Educator of the Year” award,
Susan Cole has received a $29,000 raise, bringing her current sal
ary to $250,000. For comparison purposes, th at raise, spread over
the course of 10 years ($290,000), would provide enougfa money for

A d v e rtisin g Director
K e v in S c h w o e b e l

“...it would appear that their fate has
been sealed.”

Overall Design
M ik e S a n c h e z

C O N TA C T US

the operating budgets of men’s lacrosse, women’s tennis, and wrestling combined for eight years.
In absence of the endangered five, MSU would save an approxi
mate $60,000, not including the salaries of the coaching staff (all
th at the fbur
wrestling coaches have aff offered to defer their payments to the
students, in an effort to keep their sport alive; {idly Gera, the
director of Athletic Development h a f Stated th at “the wheels have
already been set into motion.” Unless the teams can suddenly find
upwards of $1 million to offer the school, it would appear th at their
day is o ra r
But the sentim ents of the student body rests with them, and
the last viable option for these athletes is to not allow themselves
to roll over but to continue on the fight, holding their ground in the
tace of looming extinction. After all, w hat are sports without a little
melodrama now and then?

E d ito r-In -C h ie f

(973) 655-5230
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P ro d u c tio n
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A d v e r t is in g D ire c to r

(973) 655-5237

Bookkeeper

(973) 655-5237

The M ontdarion is a Class One organization of the
Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State
University. Published weekly, except during examina
tions, summer and winter sessions, The M ontdarion is
funded by student fees distributed by the S G A and by
incoming advertising revenue. The views expressed in
the Opinion section, with the exception of the Main
Editorial, do riot necessarily reflect the views of The
Montdarion. The first edition o f The Montdarion,
then named The Pelican, was published on November
28, 1928.

Stating Preference for Reference
When It Comes to Placing Roommates, Sexual Identity Should Be Addressed
Is today’s politically correct society going
too far? Have we gone beyond the point of
being nice and ventured into the territory Of

discrim ination of otherSf
In experiencing a new
place, where everyone
C O L U M N IS T
and everything is new
to you, having a roommate with a sim ilar
personality would be helpful for a more flu id .
transition into the college lifestyle.
I’m coming up on my three-year anni
versary of coming out of the closet. One of
my roommates is coming into his second
anniversary. Yes, you read th at correctly.
I have another gay roommate. But, th at’s
JO S H
CAVILEER

out of place, and ju st a little uneasy? tknow
I would feel the same way in the ojïposite
situation. This can’t be avoided though.
The only preferences as a student th at we
have for a roommate are if they smoke, enjoy
studying in the room, and if they go to bed
early. There is no check box .to indicate a
preference for your roommate’s sexuality.
I remember looking down the list at what
my preferences were for a roommate. Nonsmoker, stays up late, studies in room, all
the qualities I would hope for in the perfect

trophy girlfriend and God forbid if he runs into
a homosexual - he acts as if you don’t exist.
So when he found out th at both my room
mate and I were gay, all we got was the usual
barrage of questions.: “Is it okay to use the word
gay? I don’t mean like you gay, I mean like,
th at’s dumb gay.” To which my roommate and
I responded with “yeah, sime.” I wasn’t person
ally offended when he used it.
I was more offended by the fact th at he had
to ask me to use it in the first place. I want
someone to be perfectly comfortable around me

at all times and not have to worry whether
or not the words th at are flying out of their
mouth are offensive or not. If they are
offensive I will let you know.
These uncomfortable situations are
why I am pleading my case for sexual
preference to be a choice in our selection of
a roommate. College is meant to be about
meeting and experiencing new people and
cultures. But whoever said it had to be
about being uncomfortable?
When people receive the packet about
their room and roommates, there should
be a question th at states, “Do you have
a preference for your roommate’s sexual
ity?” Not th at they will always be able to
match you up with someone who is your
preference, but it feels better knowing that
they a t least know what they would like to
have.
Josh Cavileer, an English and political science
major, is .in h is first year a s a colum nist for
T h e M o n td a rio n .
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OPINION

Objections to Evolution
Hâve No Place in Class

i f t Districts T a te « * - sticképí jayiho
w o tM o i) i? a ' îh M y, uot a

■ B H M

Religious Sentiments on Trial in Georgia Case
It feels like we take a step forward and
then a step back, then finally a small step
forward with every one of these cases that
come up. I’m speaking of the recent lawsuit
in Georgia where the
Cobb County Board
of Education slapped
a sticker on all their
biology books th at
reads, “This textbook
contains m aterial on
evolution. Evolution
is a theory, not a fact,
regarding the origin
JASON
of living things. This
CA R O N NA
C O L U M N IS T
m aterial should be
"
approached w ith an
open mind, studied carefully, and critically
considered.”
That statem ent is highly questionable
for many reasons, but mainly because it is
absurdly redundant to put a sticker on a
book claming th at a theory is only a theory,
and th at it should be carefully considered.
Theories are not laws and should be care
fully considered anyway. The American Civil
Liberties Union who brought up the lawsuit
argued even further saying th at everything
they learn in school should be carefully con
sidered and approached with an open mind.
How awful would it be if everyone took all
the things they have ever learned in a west
ern civilization course to heart? The same
people who put th at sticker on the biology
books would certainly have thrown an even
bigger fit if people from the scientific com
munity put a sticker on history books stating,
“Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, are only
beliefs and should be carefully considered!”
In this context it becomes quite apparent
th at any sticker of this nature for any book is
ju st ridiculous.
But what troubles me, perhaps moreso,
is the fact th at this is not the first time we
have seen a trial like this. In fact, if you have
ever picked up a history book, there is actu
ally a very old case way back in the 1900’s
where a group of the same people fought a
sim ilar case, but referred to it by filenam e of
Darwinism. The other interesting question
this raises is whether or not they even read
history books in places like Cobb County,
Georgia.
We know they are not inclined enough to
understand the concept of a theory seeing
how they placed a sticker exclaiming the
fundamental nature of theories on the inside
cover of their biology books. Which is made
only more ironic by the fact th at fundamen
talists do not know the fundamental nature
of something as basic as a theory.
It does make one wonder what it is they
teach down there. This is, after all, the
Georgia Board of Education we’re talking
about (comprised of adults mind you), th at
put this sticker on these biology books. Did
they really not know about th at famous case
from so many years ago? Did they think th at
if they ju st waited a while and then brought
the case up again, it might miraculously
come out in their favor?
Perhaps I’m not giving them enough cred
it. It is possible th at they do in fact under-
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“The same people who
put that sticker on the
biology books would
certainly have thrown an
even bigger fit if
people from the scientific
community put a sticker
on history books stating,
‘Christianity, Islam and
Judaism are only beliefs
and should be carefully
considered!”’
stand the theory of evolution and they are
ju st trying to prove it wrong by never chang
ing. If they do not read history books, and
néver give their children a chance to learn
the theory, it might be possible th at they will
never evolve.
Could we ju st have stumbled on to their
m aster plan for proving Darwin wrong?
That is quite a way to go to prove your point.
Or maybe it just took them all this time to
realize th at Darwinism and evolution are
practically synonymous. Yeah, I’m going to
go with option B, .chances are you need to
understand w hat a theory is in general before
tackling something as big as Darwinism.
I am not sure if I have ever bumped into
a person who truly did not believe th at evolu
tion is at least possible. According to recent
polls, however, it appears th at there are
actually more non-believers th an there are
people who read history books. In our jour
ney through life, I feel it is im portant to pass
on information so th at we might one day get
off this rock.
So if you happen to stumble upon one of
these people, try to explain it to them in a
non-threatening way. Ask them if they, have
ever seen a Dodo bird. Then explain to them
th at there were other creatures th at no lon
ger exist, like dinosaurs.
Once they feel safe in the idea th at these
anim als are out of the gene pool forever,
explain this is only part of the theory and
th at if they still do not wish to believe in
the rest of it, it is fine. Encourage them to
give reasons why they do not believe, and
contribute and change the theory. This is
much more effective than simply denying the
theory altogether.
Please note th at given the nature of these
people it is quite possible you will ru n into
one th at c la im s they have seen a Dodo bird,
or possibly even dinosaurs. You should prob-

Jason Caronna, an English major, is in his first
year a s a colum nist for Th e M ontclarion.
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Comparing Leaders of
Both Past And Present
Bush Behavior Invokes Comparisons to RFK
In his inaugural address, President Bush
acted like the late Robert Francis Kennedy
(RFK) when he asked young people to partic
ipate more in society. In his next four years,
President Bush should act more like RFK in
leading our generation
in the War on Terror.
RFK - the brother of
the late President John
F. Kennedy - was a U.S.
Attorney General bust
ing Jimmy Hoffa. He
was a New York senator,
and a 1968 Democratic
Presidential
candidate
WENDY
when Sirhan Sirhan
DESTEFANO
CO LU M N IS T
assassinated him.
RFK would want
young people to debate all aspects of the war.
He would understand th at - like the Vietnam
War - young people cannot naturally reach
a consensus about the validity and tactics of
engagement of the war.
Like the Vietnam War, he would view it
as a good event because society is motivating
young people to participate more in politics.
RFK would see th at the War on Terror
isn’t ju st a war between the United States
and the terrorists trying to destroy our dem
ocratic principles, freedoms, and liberties.
He would agree th at the War on Terror is
a w ar between American youth and terror
ists of their own age - a situation requiring
all the effort of American youth if the United
States wants to win the war.
Unfortunately, society views all young
people as selfish, stoned, ignorant, and lazy
individuals despite RFK’s successful efforts
to engage young people in civil and commu
nity service programs.
RFK would be furious at society under
mining, distorting, and omitting facts of
American history and Judeo-Christian

philosophy th at provides the basis for the
American legal system.
RFK believed th at the United States can
only survive if young people respect and obey
laws, learn American history, and appro
priately change society through dissenting
against society’s evils and taking effective
and reasonable actions against them.
Instrum ental in launching M artin Luther
King, J r’s crusade for civil rights, RFK pursued the protection of children and the equal
rights for minorities and women.
R]FK would rightfully disagree-'with the
media’s shameless willingness to selLgraphipally explidfU sekf'dh^^orm alcy” in the
excessive use of legal and illegal substances,
and the vile degradation and humiliation of
women to 12-year-olds.
; RFK would battle the media over its
glahforizing the violence of ghetto culture
- especially in front of minors - because RFK
worked to bring corporations and their jobs
to urban areas and to combat violence from
hurting innocent people there.
In 1967, RFK urged society th at “it is vital
- for us as much as them - th at our young
people feel th at change is possible, th at they
will be heard, th at the cruelties and follies
and injustices of the world will yield, how
ever grudgingly, to the sweat and sacrifice
they are so ready to give. If we cannot help
open to them this sense of possibility, we
will have only ourselves to blame for the
disillusionment, danger, for we rely on these
young people more than we know.. .If we look
back with pride at the lives we lead, we know
above all th at we will judge ourselves by the
hope and direction we have left behind...”

Wendy DeStefano, a political science major,
is in her third year a s a colum nist for
Th e M ontclarion.
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Question of
The Week

c e n t e r

COM PUTE F? LAB

H ow d o you fe e l a b o u t the
d ecision to elim in ate the
program s fo r fiv e M SU
a th le tic team s?

ROI KL1PPER
Year: Senior
Major. Marketing

, “I think th at it's :
unfair to all stud&MSj not ju st ath
letes. We are the second largest school
in N J and receive the least amount of
funding.”

AARON SALMA
Yean Senior
Major: Justice
Studies

; '/“Ib is is am embar
rassm ent to be
part uf this university Sports are a
major p art of say life and others at this
school”'

S

JOHN VOGEL

R

Y ea r Junior
Major: Physical
.Education

Statistic
of the
Week

•fi, ts ridiculous that
the adm inistratioa .
vsj^Jd-take the opportunity of peurticir ...
I^ ^ ^ S .I^ A li^ ^ ^ .a .w 'a y from t h e ’ '•
students”

RYAN TICE

650
Number of
students
displaced
last week
by the
Bohn Hall
Shutdown
• -■

Year: Senior
Major. Political
Science

.

“Being a lacrosse player, it’s hard to
take. ¡These actions are just a m ad! p art
■*tf)e big picture.”

Montclarion M ailbag
Dear Editor,
I can feel nothing but outrage over the
recent decision to cut five more sports from
the athletic budget. As this year comes to
an end, it appears th at the s 'te fe w ^ ^ rie s
of the wrestling, men’s lacrfipfe, wemen’s\ennis, and both men’s and w om b’s cross edqaty
team s will end as well.

years ago without any warning or apology.
As the adm inistration plans to make this a
“Big University” of over 20,000 students, it
appears that athletics doesn’t fit into th at
plan. If we, as a student body, don’t raise our
voice in outrage, we’ll be elim inating one of
the proudest and most historic parts of this
University.

These sports Jpugm growing list of athi
' * * * "’
letic teams cut 0fjf| ^ ^ ^ llirs ity funding1 Formed Men's Tennis flayer t
in tlH past decade. Overall I t sports have
been ci*i Irum the athletic budget, Which has
a fleeted hundreds of student athletes, ■Dear Editor,
_ '*
Division III 'Cihbnt athletes receive m
financial jaidll h-w-fits fromifife l niversity.
They freely give ut>1heir urns And energy tb
represent M ^ l^ y a riijiis »partiSisIall they
ask in
hard work and dedicatibi§fm
t" 'Dozens of students
M S ulfr
the purpose to pkty““O rrv ^^^% p o rts and
represent the school. Without warning on
Thursday these student athletes were told,
“Thanks for coming here, but this will be
your last season.”
I deeply sympathize with these athletes
having Montclair cut my sport as well two

WAYNE
GÍANPINO
Year: Sophomore
Justice■■.
Studies

^Thisisa great
program. It is redly sad that the
university cut bur team. It is atrocious
that we weren’t previously contacted.”

WSBm M

STEFANIE
LEFURGE

J

know why-Ú m é « n o t one
larticle A fe^flle^K S cR u r'S lS ft^ltív ersity
¡¡Red Hawk Swim Team. This year they are
ihaving a great season and are currently
I seven wins and four losses. It seems th at you
a'g reat .job about wrestling and basket11, hut Way little abatft ti* athletes that
representing
Montclair State in the water.

Year: Sophomore
Major History

“Personally, there’s ho
■reason for i t People
: play sports th eir whole lives and wish to
continue in college. It’s unacceptable!” '

Í

Sincerely,
Mark D. Gorsky
Parent/teacHer/H.S. Swim Coach

The Montclarion M ajlb ag Policy
• Ali letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The M ontciarioh and may be edited for length, content and libel. ■ Letters toiil not be printed unless they include the author's
name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline:
Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MontOpinion@yahoo.cbm or sent to Thé Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Mont
clair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.

RICHARD
TUERO JR.
Year: Sophomore
Major: Adult Fitness

. “I feel th at cutting
these programs was
wrong because there is no way money can
be r e issue. It’s not fair to people who
came to.MSU to play these .sports.”
Questionofthe Week opinions am views
expressed hy the Students of Montclair State
University, end are not necessarily the views
o f T h e M ontclario n.

,

www.themontclarion.org
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One out of five adults finds themselves as ¿he designated “cs^eM ^f5! for
a loved one who can no longer manage alone, This role can often snowball,
weighing heavily on you as you cope with the demands ofcaregiving. There
may be services and organizations right in your parent’s neighborhood
that can help when you’re hot around. The outcome is
better care for your parent, and less anxiety for you.
V isitw w w .fa m ily ca reg iv in g l01.o rg J j® discover^

p Fam ily
Caregiving

a world of support, answers and advice - for both o f yo& f

It's not all up to you.

F ro m th e N a tio n a l F a m ily C a reg ivers A sso c ia tio n a n d th e N a tio n a l A llia n c e fo r C a reg ivin g
w ith, th e g en ero u s su p p o rt o f E isa i In c.

Ml

* \

Comtek

P A G E ■ / — m o n t D r o d u c t io n Q v a h o o .c o m

®f)e iilonttlarton

•

w w w .t h e m o n t c la r io n .o r g

J a n u a r y 27, 20 05

“I appreciate all the congratulatory calls I got
after my victory... especially the one from
Bill O ’Reilly, which made me very sweaty.”

PAUL

IV BILLY O'KEEFE www.NR6iuy.eoM

SO DO YOU REBEL AGAINST
AU VOUR PROFESSORS r '
OR JUST THIS W H?

w in i T m t ir s x o o i. )

jo c k s

\\
Co t th i t o o t b a u
■ A * * ’team" c o o le r*

NO, JUST THIS SUV.
HE TEACHES NOTHING
*\AND HE'S A JERK.Jfl

W ill THIN YOU JUST Jr,__ _—
U flT ] ^ A C ^ O T M < ^ b O lS
M ^ W s^ Sfam szr t that w ont?

ONLY ONE WAY
TO FIND OUT//

yeR PAL^e

throw

iw, i m i

«+ P u F o R c

a curve

P f e R R E 'S

4 -S + J R .

#

- BiG FA*t gURfeeR

y
*CH i C K € N ^
►M ^ N e D

S A M C fe
€t>c N A T e A u B R iA N D

T f c u P F L & S iN <3 £ E * *

O U fU N O K e i^ M U P
» H a m a 's

3 - a

* B o T tb H L e S S

u

^ m

p e S T o

C A P f^ C C H O

- CAVIAR flAeHo S

«r

wooooi

S f lg p f f iH I

OONUtS pU&HQE !
I ¿ 7 r»

ifi&SS

“Whoa, Cedric! I dig the fro!”

w w w .th e m on tcla rio n .org
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The Fam ily M onster by Tosh Shalek

wtm.jostt8halek.com kid.

SUMBONE

m m MAYDAK

WITHTHIS TOOL, YOU'LL 8 B ABLB TO PUT o po epy o u ps
Youe Pieces back whbpb thby belong / TODAY ANP SET
this ser of THeee
INTERCHANGEABLE
heads eoe Meee
TOTAL OF

Hw e YOU
BLOWN
a saskbt ?

a ll

Ase THiee uues
SPROUTING INYOUR
VALLEY?

then you n eed

THB PATRIOT
PAM-O-MATIC.

USTBN TO THIS TESTIMONY,
THB PAM-O-MATIC IS GREAT JUST CALL

eoe

ues up

shoving
peo p le 's a SSe s p

-

sop

i- s o o - s o p - A M e e
SOD BLESS AMERICA'

'..Si’pii mher ‘i'l -O rlnber22i
Today ix an is \ friend can
vou a confile
of things you U (imi von useiu! You li he
more i-fliiu.ni when \ou lime moie technical :
expertise.

S co rp io
.
(October 23 " November 2 li
Tbdaj im a 3 Polled up the little jewels Lhac
have hi en scattered around Resist the urge tn
he waste fid Although there's plenty now. this

#) S a g itta riu s s?>
(Nm ember 22 - December 20.'
Ibdav n i n S \ou mov get the chance to be
the voice of objectivity. A couple of people you
know are having trouble finding a comprimi«!
Lend yout wisdom to those who need some

C ap ricorn ^
(December 21 - January 19)
Today is a 5. Keep looking for bargains in all
the like places, including sales at the better
stores and catalogues, and even in your own
closets It's not cheating to mend something
old.

Are you an artist or cartoonist?
Send your
cartoons

|

to the

I

Monfflarion!

é A q u a riu s sfe
(January 20 - February 17)
I'uilay is a 6 Somebody else may be able to
get through where you’ve been turned aside
This doesn’t need to he a problem. Delegate,
and then get on tu other things.
I

ä P isces x
i February IS March 19}
Ibitay is a *1. Concentrati on providing the
veiv In M service you can. and do it pioudly
You're dt-veluping a reputation that’s worth
more than u- weight in gold. *

*4 A rie s *4
(March 20 - Aprii 19
Tod.iv i- a !) Meeting!? should gn well and n
'houli! be ìi-l.um-lv i>div lo r u lli ceiiaensu?.
Lveryhodv s .n ìhe menni tu di cid* -e ihiy mn
gel to work.

www.themontdarion.org
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Child Care Wanted

Childcare PT. M/W 2:30p-6:30pm/ Re
sponsible student wanted to play, help
with hom ework, and drive to some
activities. Experience, references and
drivers license required. Ow n trans
portation preferred. Call Lisa 973-7465115.

Childcare W anted: Parent o f 2.5 year
old looking fo r regular w eeknight
babysitter 2-3 evenings per week.
Ow n transportation preferred. Child
Developm ent or Education majors
preferred. Please call (973) 7783-7959

Student wanted fo r after school care
in Montclair. M-Thurs 2:30-6:30 fo r 2
boys 16+ 12. Hom ework help, driving,
light housework, $12 per hr + mileage,
must have car. Call Caryl or Steve at
(973) 746-5177.

Babysitter needed P/TTues, W ed & Fri.
hours available, in Clifton hom e for
20-month old. Experience, references,
driver's license & car required. Dog
friendly a must. $10/hr. Cali Melissa
973-472-3656.

Babysitter: 3 hours a week. Some
weekends. Montclair. 2 and 6 year old.
Experience required. $10 per hour. Call
M afy Kate M ellow (973) 509-1443.

P/T Babysitting Position. Looking fo r
reliable student to supervise tw o
children (9 /12) M ondays - Fridays 2:45
- 5pm/6pm, (flexible hours/days). Glen
Ridge. Drivers license. Supervise hom e
work. $10/hr. (973) 748-3337

P/T sitter/light housekeeping. M-F 3:007:00. Valid drivers license. Drive teen
boy to sports activities Montdair/vicinity. $10/hr. Contact A m y 212 538-8394
(day) 9730509-2284 after 8:00 pm.

CHILD CARE: Care fo r tw o children,
ages 5 & 1 on Monday's, Tuesday's and
Thursday's in Verona. Early childhood
o r prior experience a plus. Non-smok
er. Call 973-239-4577.

Childcare, light housekeeping, 3 small
children, ow n transportation, English
speaking, flexible hours. Non-smoker.
W yckoff, 201-891-2076. References a
must.
z
|fe

Hfjf,

A fter school childcare fo r 2 easy-going
kids (8 & J 3), 2:30-6:30ish, 3-5 week
days. Must have car. Personal study
tim e possible most days. 973-509-2253.

Babysitter 4 afternoons, 3-6p.m. M,
T, Th, F. 2 girls 6 & 10, school pick-up,
help w ith hom ework, play! Light cooking/housekeeping. Need car, experi
ence, creativity! 973-783-3403

Childcare Needed. Student with reli
able car to pick children up at school
in West O range Tuesdays and Thurs
days. Help with hom ework, dinner and
light clean up. Hours Tuesdays 2:307:30 and Thursdays 2:30-5:30. Please
call Roseanne (201) 315-9920.

After-school sitter w anted. Profes
sional couple seeks a caring, energetic,
and responsible college student for
after-school care o f their 6-year-old ,
daughter in their M aplew ood home.
W eekdays beginning at 3pm. Must
drive. Call 973-762-8278.

For Rent
For male student/professional. Share
house, furnished private room. O ne
block to MSU campus and train/bus.
Includes parking and most utilities.
$750/month plus security. Call 973-7781504

CXecX Oat .

sett'Afr

$8 per Hour
or MORE!

cu?ntro-c^eftior\.

N e e d extra c a s h ?

s tu d e n t-s itte rs .c o m

w

»

»

'• a

■*

»

K

.

i l l i n
'9 !

v

Part-time help needed -1 0 -1 2 hours a
week - Monday, Tuesday, amd Thurs
day. M ust have car. School pick-up
fo r teenager, local errands, laundry,
dinner. $10/hour. (973) 403-8603; (973)
610-5008; (212) 969-3017.

♦ Positions Available Immediately
*
fot Mad Scientists.

to

g

-te

g o t o im ko a

PoYou:

J
*
J

ALove Working with cbfMrcn/
AHave foil-time access to a ear?
*Have an outgoing personality/

if if you answered yes to these questions,
give us a call at (975) 244-1880
if
and set up an interview.
★

1 -800*4 24~ 8580

dered
holding him
back a year

To learnmore,
call I-800-ó38-8255
: ‘t * a

•

★

Speech, language and hearing problems
can be significant roadblocks to a
students education. Which Is why
early identification anu treatment for
communication disorders are essential
before your child enters school With
early help, many children can develop
good learning and literacy skills

à ii'ie t r n x a ç e 'î

i:

w w w « i e ä c e c ö r p s . p i r

*********

Then they discovered
a com m un ion disorder1
was already doing that.

PEACE CORPS

*

Help Wanted

Register F R E E
for jobs near
campus or home.

Y o u w i l l f a c e m an y c h a lle n g e s
te a .o ta .in g y o u r c la s s t o re a d *
A s s u m in g y o u o v e rc o m e ttae c h a lle n g e
” 1*' ” " o fT id t ~ K a v in g a n y b o o k s .

How Dior a r e you.

Spring Break 2005. Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour O perator to
Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call fo r discounts. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel .com

*

S e r v ic e s

AcJucke annual <?><aiv\s, -pa-p s u g a r s , o o n tra c ^eftio n
ancA

M iscellaneous

*Ma4 Science o f North Central New Jersey
£ is currently looking for students to work
*1-4 hours a week teaching science classes
♦ to ki<|s. Excellent pay-indu4ing training!!

\A/<? o f f e r a ■full C-OYrfleyrent o f o h s te tn c -s +
a

Sigma A lpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organiza
tion with over 45 chapters across the
country, is seeking motivated students
to assist in starting a local chapter (3.0
GPA required). Contact Rob Miner,
Director o f Chapter Developm ent at
rminer@salhonors.org

J

Dr. Jared Sullivan
Obstetrics & Gynecology
1117 Route 46 East, Suite 202 (between*
Chengdu 46 & Fette Ford)
Clifton, NJ 07013
(973)779-1221
fijrufc-oloflj s e r v ic e s

Anouncements

* * * * * * .* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Looking for
energetic and responsible babysitter.
Two afternoons per week, in M o n t
clair. Tvyo children, ages 7 and 11. M ust
have ow n car. Please call 973-744-3759.

January 27,2005
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SPORTS

Red Hawk Spotlight:
Coach Aubrey Lew is Jr. Follows
in The Steps o f His Father
M iguel A lfaro
A ssistan t Sports Editor

After the passing of the late Gerald
“Bennie” Benson in February of 2004,
Montclair State University appointed the
genuine Aubrey Lewis Jr. as the head coach
of the men’s and women’s indoor- track and
field coach.
Lewis has served äs äii assistant-coach*
on the MSU football team for the past two
years and he has also coached on the AÄU
and Junior Olympic levels.
“The athletic director, Holly Gerq,*has
done everything she said she would as far as
upgrading track facilities and working with
me in every way possible in order to create a
successful program,” Lewis said.
Aubrey Lewis’ athletic ability goes all the
way back to his roots with his father, Aubrey
Lewis Sr., who was the greatest football and
track athlete to come out of New Jersey, He
was recognized by The Star Ledger as offen
sive player of the century, inducted into the
New Jersey Hall of Fame, and the National
College Hall of Fame.
He attended the University of Notre Dame
during the 1950s, where he set the world
record in the 400-meter hurdles with a tim e
of 49.17. Besides being -an All-AmericaS in
the hurdles, Lewis Sr. was one of the best
decathlon athletes of his era.
With all of his father’s achievements,
Lewis Jr. was destined to be an exceptional
athlete in football and track. He played foot
ball and ran track at Montclair High School,
where during his freshm an year, running for
the first time, he ran a 1:58.00 in the 800meters and his admiration for track began.
With a magnificent career in high school
track, Lewis Jr. received a track scholarship
to Eastern Michigan University, where he
also played football.
Lewis ran the 400-meter hurdles with
a best time of 51.17 and ran an occasional
800-meters with a split of 1:53 on the 4 x 800
relay team.
This team was led by the well-known Earl
Jones, Coach Lewis Jr.’s roommate, who held
the American record in the 800-meters and
went on to win the Bronze Medal in the 1988
Olympics in Los Angeles.
“To be honest, my first love has always
been track and field,” Lewis Jr. said. “There’s
no better feeling in the world than when
you’re in your best condition and your mind
and body is in perfect sync with each other
the way God made it. It’s tough to get there,

courtesy of NBA.Com
courtesy of NBA.Com

The Worst Job in Sports
M iguel A lfa ro
A ssistan t Sports Editor

courtesy of Sports Information

Name: Aubrey Lewis Jr.
Sport: Indoor Track & Field
Position: Head Coach
Experience: First season
but when you do, amazing things «an happen
when you put your mind to it.” f :
Lewis Jr. is currently leading the Red
Hawk men’s and women’s track and field
team to a new level. For the first time in
years, the Red Hawks roster is over 40 ath
letes.
_
“The track team is alive ana well and is
continuing to experience grovong pains,”
Lewis Jf. said.
“It’s going to be a challenge to try and
build the kind of team th at can compete for
the NJAC Championships, in addition to
having the talent to compete on a national
level. I want to’have motivated;fanners who
are committed to the progranffi^hich will
give the team the ahility to win our confer
ence for the first time ever. That is my goal
for MSU track and field,” Lewis'Jr. said. “At
this point, I am trying to rally the team to
stay focused and come to practice and train
hard. However, track and field is a discipline
and you have to have a passion for the sport
and the will to want to compete or else it is
very easy to become discouraged and throw
in the towel.” %
With his dedication and admiration for
track and field, MSU’s team will definitely
be on their way to success.

Imagine if you had the highest-winning
percentage among NBA coaches and you
led the Chicago Bulls and the Los Angeles
Lakers to a total of nine championships,
would you be interested in coaching a 17 and
24, injury-plagued team? Besides, you have
enough money to own a villa in southern
France, a waterfront townhouse in southern
California, take several months vacation in
Australia, and can live out the rest of your
days this way.
Well there have been reports in the New
York Post th at Phil Jackson, who has coached
future NBA Hall of Famers such as Michael
Jordan, Kobe Bryant, and Shaquille O’Neal,
has a desire to coach the New York Knicks.
Of course, Jackson might accept a challenge
even this daring since he was a former player
there. In addition, if he were to succeed
in bringing a title to New York, it would
complete his basketball legacy because the
Knicks haven’t won a championship since the
1970s.
If Jackson is interested in coaching the
New York Knickerbockers, this would be
the best time. ’ General manager, Isaiah
Thomas, would probably be looking for a new
head coach at some point this season or for
the 2005-06 season (if he doesn’t step down
as GM and take the position himself), since
former head coach Lenny Wilkens resigned
due to the team ’s fourth place in the Atlantic
Division.
Jackson would definitely have his hands
full because the N.Y. Knicks have a tight sal

Jose Ortiz

^

They were the most exciting eight years
in baseball history. They will go down in
history as the “juice-ball” era, and th at’s the
way it should be, if only out of respect for the
past. As bad as it was, the “juice-ball” era
is what baseball needed. You have a season
with no World Series in 1994, the Yankees
weren’t winning, team s weren’t scoring, and
the fans stopped watching.
The world turned its attention to the likes
of Michael Jordan, Barry Sanders, Steve
Young, and a tractor load of superstars that
were bigger than anyone the majors had to
offer. So-called “experts”-and analysts over
look the fact th at the NBA was in its. golden
age. “America’s Team,” the Cowboys, were on
top of the world, and even the NHL’s Rangers
put together an ageless story in 1994.. The

ary-cap for the next couple of seasons thanks
to former GM, Scott Layden. Furthermore,
the Knicks are depleted because of inju
ries to key players like Jam al Crawford,
Allan Houston, Tim Thomas, and Michael
Sweetney. When these essential players
return, provided th at they stay healthy, the
Knicks are the fourth or fifth best team in
the Eastern Conference.
There have also been many rumors
around media headlines th at Jackson only
takes over the reigns of NBA team s th at are
already stacked and talented for a champi
onship run. Don’t get the wrong idea, I do
believe the N.Y. Knickerbockers are capable
enough to make a run in the playoffs, but
even in the weak Eastern Conference they
will not surpass team s like the Pistons,
Heat, and Pacers.
How about waiting around to see if Larry
Brown is near the end of his run with the
Detroit Pistons? Then, he can leap into a
championship-caliber team and add to your
nine championship rings. With th at accom
plishment, Jackson would finally surpass the
legendary Red Auerbach for most titles in
NBA history.
Take this advice Jackson, if you don’t
want to be another failure in a line of former
Knicks coaches: do not take the job! You
retired from the game on top and a disap
pointment as a Knicks coach would only
leave an unpleasant m ark on your brilliant
basketball'coaching resume. However, final
ly taking a possibly playoff-bound team like
the Knicks and turning them into a dynasty,
would show your critics th at you are a true
competitor who is ready for any challenge.

Sports W riters Jgeecled
Call Ext: 5241 Ask for Jose
Or Email: Montsports@yahoo.com

Field

It’s Tim#
Sports Editor

courtesy of NBA.Com

Allan Houston (left), Stephon Marbury (middle), and Kurt Thomas (right) have led the
Knicks to a 17-24 record, and fourth place in the division.

point is th at baseball was losing.
The “juice-ball” era was the period begin
ning in 1995, in which players’ homerun
totals sky-rocketed. From the years 1961
tO'1991r:only'four players had ever Hit 50 or
more homeruns in a single season.. From
1995 through 2003, the feat was accpmplished 17 tim es. This has. beenf^aid’to be
due to performance enhancers. While these
accusations may be correct, the tn jth of the
m atter is th at it made for some of the meet
exciting baseball th at we’ve ever seen.
Of course 2-1 pitcher’s duals are fun to
watch, but there is also an undeniable thrill
th at comes from the homerun,-thh single Big
gest game-changing play in sports. *
This is whylsteroids should be legalized in
baseball, maybenven in all sports.
By legalizing performance enhancers,
baseball will level the playing field and it will

no longer be cheating. I’m pretty confident
in ’saying th at there are more players than
ju st Jason Giambi, and Barry Bonds who
have= done, or are currently^ doing steroids.
This means th at they have hn unfair edge,
an edge they wouldn’t have if everyone were
-allowed to do it.
% The way it is now, even with MLB’s new
steroids joke (I mean plan), all th at will hap*
,tpep is th at new, ttiore advanced enhancers
will be designed, ànd of course they will be
untràceable. This is a box th at can never
be closed for sports. Athletes will continue
to use steroids, because thè rewards of win
ning are too high, and the costs of losing
too severe. All of the rules th at they have
in place do nothing more than a parent who
isn’t home trying to discipline a child.
The major dispute I always hear is that
the numbers are tainted when compared

to those of the past. This may be true, but
if th at were the standard by which we gov
erned statistics then all numbers before the
1920 season should have been thrown out
as well. Up until 1920, pitchers would cover
baseballs with tobacco juice, and saliva, any
thing tp: make it so the batter couldn’t see
the ball. This would undpubtedly erase more
than a few records, and leave the Red Sox
with one World Series vvin, instead of six.
In 1969 the mound was lowered from 15
inches to 10 inches, although players have
said th at too much is made of this change, one
doesn’t have to be a physicist to think of the
added velocity. Imagine Randy Johnson five
inches taller, like a white, skinny Shaquille
O’Neal throwing a baseball. You may think
th at the size of the mound doesn’t m atter,
SEE ‘STEROIDS’ ON P. 23
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WRESTLING
CONTINUED FROM P 2 4

agreed to forgo their salaries for the next
four years. This is what dedication means to
the wrestlers.
No athlete on campus wants to see what is
the most decorated sport at MSU, be reclas
sified to club status. No one wants to see
the legacy 29 national champions, the most
in Division III history, destroyed because of
budget issues.
Even though the match itself was second
in interest to the athletes showing their sup
port for the wrestlers, the Red Hawks wiped
the floor with Centenary College 4 3 - 7 on
Monday night, and there were over 100 ath
letes their cheering them on.
As the chants from the crowd roared “JA-K-E, Jake, Jake, Jake,” and students wore
shirts bearing the words “Save our sports,
cut Cole,” Jake Beitz overcame a near fall, to
earn a pin and capture his 12th victory of the
season,
“It makes us feel a bit uneasy,” said
Stephanie Machin, a Red Hawk women’s
basketball player. “I’m not sure how much

we can do to help, but what we can do we will
try to do.”
Becoming a club sport is completely out of
the question according to Coach Sabol.
“There are kids here who could wrestle for
Division I programs, or at a top Division III
program,” said Sabol. “Why would they stay
here unless it was for a major?”
Ice Hockey is currently a club sport, and
their players m ust pay $1,650 each per sea
son for the right to play. The wrestling team
does not wish th at same fate.
W restling programs throughout the coun
try have gone through these types of things
quite frequently since 1972. In th at year,
Title IX was enacted, and it says th at a
school must provide athletics for women.
Since this law doesn’t supply the necessary
funding to do this, many wrestling team s
have been sacrificed.
Since 1972,442 wrestling programs have
been cut. Although this is not a Title IX
situation, if the University gets its way, that
number will rise to 443.

LACROSSE
CONTINUED FROM R 24

currently supporting 21 athletic teams.
Although the Red Hawk team has made
out petitions, contacted congressmen, and
sat in meeting after meeting with school offi
cials, no dollar amount to save the team has
been established. It has been made clear,
th at saving one team without all five is out
of the question.
Greco has but one thought in his mind,
and th at is winning. He doesn’t care th at the
school has found his team expendable, and
it certainly isn’t on his mind th at Athletic
Director Holly Gera has made it very clear
that, “the wheels have already been set in
motion.”
“The decision comes from the top, and
th at’s all there is to it,” said Greco. “We
are ju st going to play out the season, and do
whatever it takes to have the best year pos
sible.”
Not everyone can be as stoic as Greco.
“The school has enough money to pay for
new academic buildings,” said Klipper. “But
not enough money to pay for our athletic

facilities.”
The players already pay for much of their
equipment, so losing school funding by drop
ping down to club sport status shouldn’t
h urt the team too much. A team member
has already said th at he’d rather play for
the women’s lacrosse team than play club
lacrosse. Not being able to compete on a
championship level equates to playing back
yard football.
John Della Pesca, a Red Hawk who is
currently on pace to break the school scoring
record for lacrosse, was a bit upset to find
th at he will not get to go down as anything
more than a member of the team th at was
dropped.
“We used to play for the MSU logo,” said
Della Pesca. “Now we are playing for our
selves.”
Losing the lacrosse team will not only be
a loss to Gondres, Klipper, Greco, and the
rest of the men’s lacrosse team, it will be a
tragedy for the entire MSU sports commu
nity.

A Modern Day Dynasty in The Making
Patriots on Their Way to Third Super Bowl in Four Years* And Fifth One Overall
Rob M acKerchar
S ta ff Writer

With the Patriots heading to their third
Super Bowl in four years, everyone is talking
about Bill Belichick’s freshly formed dynasty.
The most amazing thing, in most people’s
eyes anyway, is the construction of a dynasty
despite the parity throughout the NFL.
With the salary cap and medical technol
ogy th at enables players like B rett Favre to
play into their late 30s and beyond, build
ing a dynasty is next to impossible. Really,
though, when it comes down to it, the New
England Patriots have won so much because
they’re a team of selfless players. The
two team s headed to Jacksonville are there
because players were willing to sacrifice
ego and money for a plane ticket to sunny
Florida.
That’s true of nearly any sport (except
baseball, where George Steinbrenner’s solu
tion to a slipping record is to throw money
at whatever aging superstar is available).
The L.A. Lakers won three consecutive NBA
championships in dominating fashion, losing
only one game in the entire 2000 Playoffs.
Their only downfall was t£e off-court bicker
ing of Kobe and Shaq. The end result was
th at management took Kobe Bryant’s side
and now Shaq is busy rebuilding a dynasty
in Miami (with Dwayne Wade, who knows
how to pass the ball...).
Tom Brady has a perfect record in playoff
competition; we all know that. W hat very
few pay attention to is his answer in every
press conference as to why he’s so success
ful in the playoffs. He never takes credit
for his superb play. Brady always answers
by spreading around the credit to his entire
team and coaching staff. Guys like Rodney
Harrison and Corey Dillon signed with the

Patriots to win a championship, not bring in
the big bucks.
They knew th at San Diego and Cincinnati
weren’t going to bring them a Lombardi
trophy anytime soon, so they accepted a role,
as every one of the New England Patriots
has, and they’re one win away from another
Super Bowl victory. Rosevelt Colvin went
from being a starter and near Pro Bowler
in Chicago to a backup for McGinest and
Vrabel; he’s accepted his role without any
complaints. The Eagles have had their share
of selfless players too. Jerem iah Trotter
came back to Philly after leaving two years
ago for more money; he’s playing this year for
pennies because he understood th at to make
things right and find a spot, he’d have to take
a financial hit. After working his way up
through special team s, he’s now the starter
a t middle linebacker and made another Pro
Bowl.

Hugh Douglas will return to Jacksonville,
the team th at signed him as a free agent
after his successful first stint in Philly, as
a benchwarmer playing for near the league
minimum.
Every team working under a salary cap
has to let a player go at one point or another
for monetary reasons. Those players th at
can put aside their pride and accept less
money are the ones th at will be rewarded
with a ring.
Dominik Hasek did it in Detroit, Robert
Horry did it in San Antonio and L.A., and
several players are doing it in New England
and Philadelphia. The Patriots are playing
in their third Bowl because they take the
field (and are announced) as a team.
To stay competitive, other players and
team s will have to start taking the same
approach, and I say th at’s good for the
game.

The Paper Champion NY Mets
M ike Johnson
S ta ff Writer

This off-season brings up many questions
to baseball fans. The number one concern is
the question of the athletes’ performances.
With the now extinct usage of steroids, will
the homerun numbers decline, or will they
finally level off and end the never-ending
roller coaster of stats? Random drug tests
will finally put a seal of approval for fair play
on the MLB logo.
The next big concerns, prim arily for our
area, are the new additions to our beloved
Yankees and Mets. With the Yankee lineup

looking virtually the same as the ’04 team,
but pitching rotation different, their chances
are still as good as usual to win the title.
This year, though, would be sweetest of all.
The Mets, whose lineup and pitching staff
have been tinned into World Series contend
ers, have one of the best looking team s on
paper due to their new general manager,
Omar Minaya.
News Flash:
World Series history will be in New York
in ‘05. No, th at’s not a prediction, and I’m not
even talking about the Yankees. First baseman, Doug Mientkawitz, has been traded

from the Boston Red Sox to the New York
Mets for a minor leaguer. Mientkawitz pos
sesses one of the most sacred relics in Red
Sox history. He has the baseball w ith which
the last out was made in the ‘04 World Series
against the St. Louis Cardinals. He refuses
to give the ball to the Red Sox organiza
tion, so I guess we can now chalk this up to
another New York victory over Boston. Our
new, drug free, steroid-free team s give New
York and New Jersey residents a lot to look
forward to. Not to mention, we have the b all
Boston! So don’t sweat it baseball fans.

SPORTS
CONTINUED FROM R 1

The decision also included the consider
ation of each team ’s facility demands, equip
ment costs, and travel expenses, said Gera.
In addition, the University looked to sim ilar
local team s in order to determine prospec
tive competition abilities within each sport’s
conference.
Currently, many of the athletes are pur
chasing their own equipment. “I have bought
all of my equipment,” said John Della Pesca,
junior lacrosse player. “Everything I wear on
the field, I own.”
“As a University, it is our job to provide
necessary equipment to our athletes,” said
Pennington. “I think it is wrong for athletes
to have to support their own sport.”
Two years ago, golf and men’s tennis were
dropped from the athletic program, making
them the first two sports to be cut in a threeyear time span. A complete review of the
athletic department, which led to the change,
began in late September.
As a club sport, team s would not be permit
ted to compete for a National Championship.
W resting alone has broken a Division III
record by winning 29 individual National
Championships, and 99 All Americans.
“If it wasn’t for wrestling, I wouldn’t have
my job,” said Rami Ratel, Assistant W restling
coach and former national 2003 champion. “I
would never have graduated college. The
decision has ruined lives. W restling isn’t just
a sport for us. It’s a way of life.”
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but consider th at in 1963 Sandy Kaufax
was one of two players to win 25 games, he
only lost five, and his ERA was 1.88. The
impressive thing is th at wasn’t even his best
season. Pitchers don’t put up numbers like
th at anymore, but in the 1960s, if a pitcher’s
ERA wasn’t in the low threes, he wasn’t that
great. Now any season under a four in ERA
is considered a good one, and pitchers barely
complete five games. Back then, to complete
10 games was an average season. Imagine
that.
The point is th at the numbers have always
been slanted, and they will continue to be.

Steroids have been ju st an evolution of the
game.
Just like weight training, sm aller parks,
and weaker pitching staffs, thé game chang
es. Although morally speaking, I know that
it probably doesn’t look th at good to have
your players all juiced up, but let’s assume
th at a few rule changes won’t stop everyone.
W hat happens when the next steroid is
invented? Homeruns will continue to garner
fans, and th at just means more money, and
exciting baseball.
I’m sure the owners won’t have a problem
with that.

PASTERNACK

' S e n io r

defiance of an adm inistration determined to
make this season their last.
“Sports like mine [swimming], we are
never safe,” said President of the student
athlete council (TALON) Mark Jamieson.
“We are an individual sport, when five teams
get cut, we can never feel safe.”
Men’s tennis, and golf were cut two years
ago; and both Pennington and Gera said
th at this was a decision made to ensure
th at no future cuts will ever be made. The
school was supporting 21 varsity sports with
a budget of $455,000 taken from the U.S.
Department of Education.
“We want to get smaller, to get leaner, to
get better,” said Pennington. “We are hoping

'

Hometown: Perth Amboy, Ni

CONTINUED FROM P 2 4

th at some of the sports will go club.”
Club sports do not have the opportunity
to compete for national, or conference cham
pionships. Nor do they have the chance to be
awarded with All-American honors.
Not only will MSU be losing cross country,
they will be losing a coach in Pasternack with
over 30 years experience. Coach Pasternack
has already had to call recruits who were
coming to MSU for the sole purpose of run
ning long distance, and let them know that
there will no longer be a cross country team
on the varsity level.
“W hat the university doesn’t realize is
th at they are ruining fives,” said Assistant
Coach Rami RateL

Dejesus posted an 11-3 major decision in a victory
over Centena ry.

Honorable: M entions
JESSICA GARRABRANT
Freshman
Hometown: Dehviile, NJ
Garrabrant recorded 10 points and
10 rebounds in a comeback win
ovefKean.

Red Hawk Tidbit
MATT GUIDI
Freshman
Hometown: Philiipsburg, NJ

The highest scoring basketball player in MSU his
tory is Carol Blazejowski, averaging 31.7 ppg. She
totalled over 3,000 career points. No other player
_________ has ever scored over 2,000.

Guidi won d ie 50-meter freestyle
against Vassar.

W om en's B a sk e tb a
au
NJAC

Overall

Ramapo

7-1

13-2

MSU

5-2

10-5

TCNJ
Kean
Rowan
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Newark
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Camden

6-3
5-4
4-4
4-5
3-4
3-6
0-8

13-5
11-6
9-6
12-5
10-5
8-9
2-15

NJAC

Overall

TCNJ
Richard Stockton
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Newark

8-1
7-2
5-4
4-4

13-3
12-6
8-8
11-5

MSU

4-4

9-6

Rowan
Kean
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden

4-4
3-6
2-6
1-7

9-7
6-12
6-9
6-11

LAMQNT NEWELL
Senior
Hometown: Lodi, NJ
N ev^ pvas named NJAC Player of
■ M

é é Il ’' ■-

■-

MICHELLE MADEJ
Freshman
Hometown: Morris Plains, NJ
This W eek
Saturday <31Rutgers-Newark
Wednesday vs. Ramapo

This W e e k

(ÏÉëÉéj posted 11 points and 3
steals in a win over Kean.

Saturday @ Rutgers-Newark
Monday vs. Rowan
Wednesday vs. Ramapo

Last Week's Results

Last Week's Results

1/19 - MSU 83, Kean 69

1/19- MSU 66,Kean 58

—

■

Red Hawk Spotlight:
Coach Aubrey Lewis

It’s Time to Level the Playing
Field p. 21

p. 21
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Moving On in
The Wake of
University
Decision
Jose O rtiz
Sports Editor

Just a week ago, cross country
coach Joel Pasternack was hard
at work recruiting players for the
2005 season. Then, he heard the
news.
’ ■ In w hat Athletic Director,
Holly Gera, called “the first step
to help make an overall improve
ment in the program,” Montclair
State University has decided to cut
wrestling, men’s and women’s cross
country, men’s lacrosse, and wom
en’s tennis from the varsity sports
program.
“W hat we’re looking to do is
to reclassify the varsity sports to
club sports,” said Gera.
However Pasternack, and wres
tling coach Joe Sabol, both agreed
th at club sports never do th at well
in a University, at least not one
going backwards.
“W restling is not a viable option
as a club sport in New Jersey,” said
Sabol. “In general, a club is formed
from no sport with aspirations of
being a Division I, II, or III sport,
not the other way around.”
In the Sept. 23, 2004 edition of
The Montclarion, Gera was quoted
saying, “There have been no dis
cussions to cut the cross country
program.” Yet, according to Vice
President of Student Development
and Campus Life Dr. K aren
Pennington, a complete review of
the program began as early as
September.
However, Pasternack says th at
he was not surprised at all by the
decision. Being th at six team s in
the New Jersey Athletic Conference
all have cross country team s, the
Red Hawks could find themselves
at a bit of a disadvantage when
recruiting new students, and in
competing in the indoor/outdoor
track season.
“If I was an athlete t hinking
of coming here, I wouldn’t,” said
Pasternack. “The team developed a
bond last season, because they had
a coach to pay attention to them.
Now th at bond is broken. They will
lose athletes who will run in the
long distance races, We will ju st be
a weaker team.”
The athletic community (wheth
er it be coaches and team members
on the chopping block or those not
on it yet) have come out strong in
SEE ‘PASTERNACK’ ON P. 23

They Won’t Go Down Easy
Jose O rtiz
Sports Editor

steps of Doug Alsofrom, the most
winning lacrosse coach in MSU
history.
With all this success, the Red
Hawks are finding it hard to believe
th at they wont have a 2006 season.
“The way adm inistration pre
sented themselves was very unpro
fessional,” said
team

One chance, one season, one
opportunity. This is all th at’s left
of the Red
Hawk men’s
l a c r o s s e m h k team , after
the deci- W H sion to remove
the team
from MSUs
varsity
%
sports.
The team
^
wrapped
up th eir 2004
season the same
way they finished
the campaign prior,
as EGAC champions.
This year, the sights
have been set higher, and the
importance has grown exponen
tially.
“We don’t expect anything less
than NCAA bids. This is our year
to do it,” said Kevin Gondres. “Our
goal is to make the school look
stupid.”
Dominique W ilson I The M oittclarion
The men’s lacrosse team fin
ished 13-3 in 2004, and 12-4 in captain Roi K lippers-“The team
the season prior. Head Coach John wasn’t officially notified until [last]
Greco has posted a 26-7 record Thursday.”
since 2003, continuing in the footIt may be fair for K lipper a id

w.

1

M.&W .

Wrestling Tennis Lacrosse Crosscountry

the other Red Hawk athletes to be
angered by the school^ decision.
After all, discussions regarding the
athletic departm ent began in late
September.
That’s
almost four months
ago, yet the team s
were notified last
week.
On the heels of two
very successful seasons,
the team ’s recruiting plans
were in full effect before
they heard the news.
“We had three kids who
transferred to MSU just to
play, lacrosse,” said Kjipper.
“Now there is no lacrosse teiam for
next year.”
Vice President of Student
Development and Campus Life Dr.
Karen Pennington said th at the
school can no longer support 21
varsity sports programs. “The
school is simply not large enough,”
she said.
In Pennington’s defense, there is
no other program in the conference
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NJAC schools that currently carry
the programs that have been
“ reclassified” to club sports.
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W restlers Fight to Survive
R ed H aw ks Scram bling to Save T h e ir T eam from Im p en d in g D oom

250

MSU RowanTCNJ Stoddon WPU Kean ta p e
S ta tistics taken from the U.S. Departm ent of Education

Operating costs of each university
within the conference.

Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion

The wrestling team is facing elimination from the MSU athletic program, They have come together and plan
to fight this decision until it gets overturned.
Jose Ortiz
Sports Editor

It seems like a few days ago,
when A ssistant W restling Coach
Rami Ratel was rejoicing about
how good the team will be next sea
son. The Red Hawk wrestlers are
losing one senior, and would have
had a boatload of talent returning
for the 2006 wrestling season.
Head Coach Joe Sabol was con
tacted by Athletic Director Holly
Gera last Wednesday at around
6 p.m. She told him th at the wres
tling team would not be a varsity

sport next season. She said they
could become a club sport. She said
a lot of things on the phone with
Sabol pondering on how he was
going to tell his wrestlers dream
ing of National Championships that
there wouldn’t be a next year.
In essencè, w hat the admin
istration said to Sabol, Assistant
Coaches John Vogel Sr., Ted Levine,
Ratel, and the rest of the wrestling
team is th at we thank you for 99
All-Americans, but your services
will no longer be needed here.
“W hat troubles me is th at if they

had come to me a month ago, and
said th at we were having some bud
get problems, I would have come up
with something,” said Sabol.
Even with the team in the mid
dle of what could prove to be their
last season, the wrestlers have not
rolled over. They have contacted
alumni, friends, family, and par
ents in effort to stop what has
already been set in motion. Within
the first 12 hours of hearing the
news, Sabol had already raised
$55,000, and the rest of the coaches
SEE ‘WRESTLING’ ON P. 22
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Athletic Budget

2.1 M illion
205 Million
The athletic budget makes up 1.1
percent of the University’s total
budget.

